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YesOn One:
%.

lizing gay marriage in Maine

*

No ordinary Tuesday
JULIA MONGEAU
STAFF WRITER

KEENAN BRENT
STAFF WRITER

Maine voted along with twenty-five
other states to help President Barack
Obama win a second term in the White
House just one week ago. In addition
to voting for Obama and other elected
officials, Maine voters were asked, Do
you want to allow the State of Maine to
issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples?
A similar ballot measure was re¬
jected by Maine voters in 2009, but
the 2012 ballot measure — referred to
as Question One — won by a slim mar¬
gin. Maine became the first state to
legalize same-sex marriage by a popular
vote, and following Tuesday’s election,
was joined by Maryland and Washing¬
ton. Maine is now one of nine states
that has incorporated legislature which
allows same-sex couples to obtain mar¬
riage licenses. Minnesota voted against
a state-level constitutional ban of samesex marriage.
With Question Ones successful bid,
Bates students and Maine citizens cel¬
ebrate alike. Sophomore Tim Campbell
expressed that marriage is a right that

should not be infringed upon.
“Maine citizens, by voting Yes on
One, illustrated to the rest of the world
that the protection of civil [rights] re¬
mains a principle within this nation,”
said Campbell. “Thanks to the people
of Maine, America took a giant step for¬
ward last week on protecting civil rights
of all Americans.”
The 2012 movement to legalize
same-sex marriage in Maine was both
initiated and coordinated by Mainers
United for Marriage.
Mainers United for Marriage is a
coalition of organizations from the en¬
tire state who worked together to obtain
the right to marry for same-sex couples.
In January of this year, the coalition col¬
lected more than 105,000 signatures
from Maine residents for the Secretary
of State to put this initiative on the No¬
vember ballot.
In the months leading up to the
election, Bates College students also
worked to spread the message in sup¬
port of the ballot measure. A number of
students, including sophomore Barbara
VanDerburgh, worked both with the
on-campus group, OutFront, and with
Mainers United for Marriage.

Each day, the students spent hours
tabling at New Commons, phone¬
banking, and canvassing in the Lewis¬
ton-Auburn area.
“We had a lot of students put their
all into Yes on One” said VanDerburgh,
“[They volunteered] for hours every
week . . . Their work is inextricably
linked to Yes on Ones success.”
Those working on the Bates campus
even helped to coordinate rides to City
Hall so that students could vote early.
Excitement echoes across the Bates
campus, as VanDerburgh noted, “It
was a really humbling experience to
watch the election results with my clos¬
est friends and allies. I [am] especially
moved when I think about our state’s
teachers, veterans, and other public ser¬
vants that have long been refused their
rights that can now go out and celebrate
their lives as equal citizens.”
“It goes way beyond corniness,”
she concluded. “It is just so powerful to
think about all of the same-sex couples
from Maine that woke up Wednesday
morning with the opportunity to have a
life that they couldn’t have had the day
before.”

See Page 12

This past Tuesday was no ordinary
weekday at Bates College. Students in
“Bates for Obama” and “Romney and
Ryan” shirts walked anxiously across
campus. Election flyers covered the
bulletin boards in residence halls and
student volunteers stood outside New
Commons encouraging everyone to go
to the polls. Election Day 2012 at Bates
College had arrived;
Student interest in this election was
evident all around campus. While hold¬
ing true to the notion of “educating the
whole person,” the College provided
many opportunities for students to be
involved and well informed about the
elections. One opportunity was the de¬
bate viewing parties, sponsored by the
Rhetoric Department, the Harwood
Center, and the Politics Department.
301 Pettigrew was packed for the presi¬
dential debates, and the crowd included
both students heavily invested in poli¬
tics and others not as well informed but
still interested.
“This election held a lot at stake for
our generation. With such a difference
of opinion between the two parties, the
economic, social, political, and security
life of the American fixture was at stake.
With issues such as women’s health and
jobs for students such a major player in
politics this election really affected our
future,” said Anna Lanoue, the secretary
for the College Democrats.
Professor Stephanie Kelley-Romano
thought these election parties in New
Commons represented “co-creative
learning at its best,” for the varied level
of political knowledge did not hinder
student participation or prevent in¬
formed discussion about politics.
The conversations sparked by the
debate watching parties were exactly the
conversations Stephen Engel, Assistant
Professor of Politics, hoped to encour¬
age this year at Bates through events
similar to the debate parties. Therefore,
Election Day at Bates culminated in
an Election Night Party in New Com¬
mons.
Part of Engel’s motivation to orga¬
nize this event came from the summer
reading book for freshmen, The Spirit
of Compromise, by Amy Guttman and
Dennis Thompson. Engel was inspired
by the books call for “respectful and in¬
tentional conversation with people who

hold different views from your own.”
Engel saw the election night and
the debate watching parties as situa¬
tions that would encourage these kinds
of conversations. Engel sought support
for planning and hosting this event
from the College Democrats, the Col¬
lege Republicans, the Office of Student
Activities, the Harward Center and the
Rhetoric Department.
“I think the event fit with all of
their missions and with the overall aim
to build more opportunities for engage¬
ment beyond the classroom,” said En¬
gel.
The turnout for the election watch¬
ing party was fantastic. All three view¬
ing rooms were jam packed by the end
of the night. Each room provided cover¬
age from a different channel, including
Fox, CNN, and PBS.
“[This was in order to] provide both
a level of comfort for students as well as
a learning opportunity,” said Engel.
While some students preferred to
stick with their favorite channels, others
could step outside their comfort zone
and experience different styles of elec¬
tion coverage. By providing different
viewing options, the event further en¬
couraged broad learning by promoting
students to consider different views and
perspectives of the election.
“Our hope was that attendees
might venture beyond their channel
of choice to compare both subtle and
not-so-subtle differences in framing and
coverage,” said Engel.
In every room, students were multi¬
tasking. MacBook screens were lit up
with maps of election demograph¬
ics. Other students were working on
homework, while others were engaged
in political discussions with their peers.
Everyone enjoyed the pizza and other
snacks provided by Dining Services.
Regardless of what they were doing, ev¬
eryone was enthusiastic as the election
drew to a close. Students cheered for
their home states or our beloved state of
Maine as the results were projected.
“I think it’s important to encour¬
age young people to vote because our
opinion is very different from that of
our parents and older generations. A lot
of the decisions that Congress makes
now will end up affecting us and not
them, so we need to be the ones making
See ELECTION, PAGE 5

It happens here, too: can we change the sexual culture at Bates?
GRACE PEZZELLA
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

. As has become increasingly appar¬
ent in the weeks since Angie Epifano
published her now-infamous account in
The Amherst Student, sexual assault is a
very real concern plaguing small liberal
arts campuses and large state universi¬
ties alike, and Bates is no exception.
Last Wednesday, juniors Rachel
Baumann and Caroline Richards hosted
a' forum sponsored by the Multifaith
Chaplaincy in the Peter J. Gomes Cha¬
pel, the purpose of which was to foster
an open conversation between faculty,
staff, and students about the state of
sexual assault and its tangential policies
at the College.
In March of last year, a friend
of Baumann’s was sexually assaulted.
When the student who was sexually as¬
saulted sought help from the school, she
was met with a committee comprised
of her peers who possessed little to no
training and a legal system difficult to
navigate. Baumann and her friend felt
that it was inappropriate for a group of
students to be dealing with the sexual
assault case and thought that the Col¬
lege should have been more accessible
and available to offer her support in ev¬
ery step of the process. Because of her
experiences with the bureaucratic pro¬
ceedings following her friend’s assault,
Baumann was moved to organize this
forum.
Multifaith Chaplain Bill BlaineWallace moderated the discussion, “It
Happens Here, Too: Sexual Assault
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and Bates,” the title modeled after the
editorial Baumann and Richards pub¬
lished in The Student the week before.
Blaine-Wallace first asked Baumann and
Richards a series of questions, including
the motivation for holding the forum,
which gave the audience context and
fuel for thought. After ten minutes, a
reflecting team comprised of Heather
Lindkvist, Special Assistant to the Presi¬
dent for Diversity and Inclusion, pro¬
fessor of Philosophy Tom Tracy, and
students from the sophomore, junior,
and senior classes, discussed amongst
themselves the information put forth
by Baumann and Richards. Finally, the
conversation was opened up to the rest
of the audience.
Several themes emerged throughout
the evening. Students discussed the cul¬
ture of partying and alcohol at Bates and
how it creates a slippery slope in regards
to accountability, the sexual entitlement
that seems prevalent across campus, and
the necessity for a more accessible sys¬
tem for reporting and support.
“There needs to be an extremely
low level of entry,” sophomore Taylor
Blackburn insisted, suggesting a crisis
hotline open twenty-four hours a day
that would offer support to victims of
harassment, assault, and rape. She noted
that no incident is too small and should
be addressed — from being catcalled on
Frye Street to a physical assault.
Participants in the discussion were
overwhelmingly female, with a scarce
male population speckling the chapel’s
pews. Sophomore Julia Ofman spoke
to this, explaining how many of her
“guy friends” had either not been able
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to make it or had failed to see the im¬
portance. “They didn’t think that a con¬
versation could change the culture,” said
Ofman.
And while that may be true, where
else could we be expected to begin?
There are endless facets to this discourse,
many of which are uncomfortable to
talk about. No one wants to be accused,
especially not in a blanket statement.
But no one wants to feel unsafe on his
or her campus, either. The conversation

also isn’t heteronormative; assault can
happen within same-sex couples, and
a female can be an assailant just as can
a male. The point of the conversation,
then, is to incorporate as many of these
viewpoints as possible so that we as a
community can begin to piece together
a working definition of the problem and
create possible solutions.
A recurring theme in the open dis¬
cussion was the idea of consent. FirstYear Orientation integrates a compo¬

nent that teaches that not saying no is
not the same as saying yes, but the pro¬
gram can easily blur with the myriad of
other presentations the week holds for
freshmen.
Some students in the audience
advocated for consent at every step of a
sexual interaction, creating a definitive
and resounding “yes” which leaves no
room for question. Others emphasized
See SEXUAL ASSAULT, PAGE 5
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Endangering the endowment, one divestment at a time
An alumni critique of BEAM'S proposals
PALO PEIRCE &
ALEXANDER MCKEOWN
CLASS OF 2012

The
recent student initiative
by Bates Energy Action Movement
(BEAM) encouraging “socially respon¬
sible” investing by the College endow¬
ment, while noble in cause, is irrespon¬
sible. BEAM calls for a divestment
strategy that would prohibit investment
in the coal industry while reinvesting
these funds “responsibly.” While the
divestment from these alleged “socially
irresponsible” companies like the coal
industry appears to be a convincing and
easy-to-accomplish gesture, it is one
that raises many concerns and puts the
financial health of our endowment at
risk.
The “Bates Responsible Endow¬
ment Lunch Party!” Facebook event
page states that the main driver behind
this fledgling initiative is to explore op¬
tions to dissuade College investment in
“fossil fuel” companies. What exactly is
a “fossil fuel” company anyway? Besides
the fact that any given company is a
polluter — all companies are - is there a
threshold for pollution that authorizes
the distinction of being a “fossil fuel
company”? The lack of a definition is
a problem that has followed the move¬
ment as it shifted its focus from “fossil
fuel companies” to specifically target¬
ing coal companies as outlined in the
November 7 issue of The Bates Student
article “BEAM’S quest for coal divest¬
ment continued.”
Creating criteria for establishing
a company as comprising the “coal in¬
dustry” is not as straightforward as it
sounds. It is easy to vilify the coal “pro¬
ducers,” but what about the companies
transporting the coal such as CSX and
Warren Buffet’s Burlington Northern?
Because these companies derive sig¬
nificant parts of their profit from coal,
does that suddenly preclude them from
investment by the endowment? What

about the municipal bonds of coal-pro¬
ducing states like West Virginia? Roy¬
alties from the coal produced in these
areas will be used to pay the yield on the
bond, held by the endowment.
Are these now off limits to the Col¬
lege, too? What about utility companies
that may have one or many coal-fired
plants in their power portfolio, or the
coal that is used to power the FOXCONN plant in China that built the
smart phone you are holding? It is easy
to try to enact divestment policies, but
BEAM has failed to realize the potential
ramifications that lie far beyond the ac¬
tual coal producers. In the absence of
addressing these concerns, a definition
that would guide the criteria for divest¬
ing has not been made public — how can
we support a campaign that doesn’t have
answers to the hard questions?
Almost as troubling as the absence
of a definition for coal and fossil fuel
companies is the group’s sole focus on
them. The reason for this trouble is
twofold. The use of coal is not the sole
source of pollution and maintaining a
socially responsible endowment reaches
far beyond pollution in general.
The amount of fossil fuels used in
the world today is clearly troubling, but
pollution is not limited to the coal in¬
dustry. The Toyota Prius has done great
things in growing a movement that has
resulted in the doubling of Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) stan¬
dards by 2025, but the batteries are
toxic.
Furthermore, the nickel that Toyota
buys to build the battery in the Prius
originate from a mining facility that
has caused unbelievable amounts of
environmental damage to the surround¬
ing landscape. The point? Although a
product may be “green,” the companies
producing it are by no means socially
responsible.
Right now BEAM is focusing on
coal. Targeting companies that violate
human rights and pollute in other ways
is a natural extension of maintaining a

socially responsible endowment, and
these companies will be targeted in the
future.
With that inevitable progression,
investment restrictions will extend to
other types of investments in the en¬
dowment like bonds, real estate and
commodities.
Bonds (government issued securi¬
ties) will be a clear point of contention.
Does a responsible endowment abstain
from investing in bonds if the country
abridges human rights? How do we de¬
fine countries that do so? Some such as
Egypt, Syria and Libya, which once held
great promise, have stopped or erased
progress in advance of human rights,
while others like China have continued
to straddle an ambiguous line.
Real estate, both construction and
the buildings themselves, will also be
considered under these guidelines.
While there is no question that some
buildings are greener than others, how
does a responsible endowment address
real estate - an investment that is gener¬
ally considered to produce a safe return?
Finally, commodities like gold, sil¬
ver, aluminum and platinum will have
to be addressed. None of these com¬
modities pollute in the traditional sense,
but almost all of these natural resources
can be considered dirty when address¬
ing how they are harvested. Does this
outweigh their ability to provide a
hedge for risk and inflation in a healthy
and diversified endowment?
Of course, there is no correct an¬
swer to all of the above. Compromises
would have to be made, and a consen¬
sus reached. But addressing one - or
all — of these issues will create a tension
between having a socially responsible
endowment and a fiscally responsible
endowment. As investment possibilities
are whittled down and social responsi¬
bility increases, endowment health de¬
creases.
Aside from crafting robust guide¬
lines for a socially responsible endow¬
ment, the implementation of such a

program would have acute adverse ef¬
fects on the fiscal responsibility of the
endowment. Restricting fund manag¬
ers’ ability to invest in particular secu¬
rities, countries and asset classes may
have the unintended consequence of in¬
creasing the endowment’s volatility and
therefore, overall risk.
Asset management literature de¬
fines overall portfolio risk as constructed
of market risk (undiversifiable systemat¬
ic risk) and idiosyncratic risk (diversifiable unsystematic risk). While market
risk is present in all securities, idiosyn¬
cratic risk pertains to specific industries
or sectors that are particularly exposed
to shocks uncorrelated with market re¬
turns; they can be experienced as union
strikes and government regulation.
Basic diversification theory suggests
that investors face a trade-off in returns
and market risk. A college that invests
in only one or a few industries becomes
dangerously exposed to the idiosyn¬
cratic risk of that specific industry, with
very little ability to hedge against that
risk.
For example, divesting from the
coal industry while simultaneously in¬
creasing positions in the green energy
sector creates an endowment with less
diversification that is more vulnerable
to erratic industry-specific swings. This
particular asset allocation may signifi¬
cantly outperform the market, but the
opposite is also true. Allowing the en¬
dowment to become a speculative hedge
fund is reckless and irresponsible. More
importantly, if the College limits posi¬
tions in securities deemed socially irre¬
sponsible, then the endowment removes
itself from potential enormous capital
gains.
Forbidding investment in Apple
and Google, companies with mixed
human rights records and rankings in
“sustainability” well below the world¬
wide mean according to a report by sustainabilityleadership.com, would mean
forgoing an estimated potential ten-year
investment gain (2002-12) of 8,729.15

percent and 531.95 percent, respec¬
tively. Our endowment is currently less
than a quarter of Williams and Am¬
herst, and less than half of Colby. We
are not in a position to forgo these gains
and increase risk.
As our endowment grows, we in¬
crease our ability to benefit current and
prospective students, the College itself
and the local community. More money
can be distributed to the College’s oper¬
ating fund and be used to fund capital
projects such as LEED certified build¬
ings. Furthermore, the endowment sub¬
sidizes about $10,000 of each student’s
annual education, but if the endow¬
ment were to grow larger, this subsidy
could be increased with benefits experi¬
enced across the board in lower tuition
costs, greater financial aid capacity and
larger departmental budgets.
We should not be willing to forgo
potential endowment growth, neces¬
sary for the continued operation of the
College, in the name of an unclear and
undefined goal of social responsibility.
Focusing on a social responsible endow¬
ment will inevitably disenfranchise stu¬
dents and the community. We strongly
believe that the College’s financial posi¬
tion is not strong enough to begin selec¬
tive investing.
The tension between having a fis¬
cally responsible endowment while
sending a socially responsible message
is best resolved through our current
strategy: maintaining an endowment
that maximizes returns and minimizing
risk, while engaging in capital expendi¬
tures that show Bates’ commitment to
stewardship for a wider world. We are
currently known as one of the greenest
college campuses in the nation and we
continue to build upon that reputation.
However, putting the endowment at
risk to promote an image is detrimental
to the school, the students, and the local
community.
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What is beautiful hair? A cultural critique
NERISSA BROBBEY
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

Over the summer I watched the
Chris Rock documentary Good Hair,
which tackled the issue of the hair with¬
in the African American community.
He decided to make this very entertain¬
ing piece after his own daughter asked
him, “Daddy, how come I don’t have good
hair?”
Growing up in Ghana, I could re¬
late very closely to this issue and was
surprised at the new things I learned
from the film. But why is there such a
big deal over a little grass on top of your
head?
“I would say that hair is a woman’s
glory and that you share that glory with
your family,” said Maya Angelou during
her interview in the film.
I feel that of all the races, it is those
of African descent that naturally tend
to grow textured, curly, “afro” hair. In
popular culture it is more common to
see straight hair gracing magazine covers
and atop the heads of what the media
would consider “the most beautiful.” It
is only natural for everyone to look like
that. Thus, the problem is created.
The gist of the documentary re¬
volved around the social stigma against
those with natural African hair and the
general need among women of African
descent to perm their hair or opt for a
weave or a wig. The chemical relaxers
contain sodium hydroxide that slowly
burns the scalp with every use until after
multiple uses it leaves the woman bald.

I had a perm done once in Ghana
when I was about ten years old; it burns
white hot. I would sit in the salon next
to girls as young as three — the film also
showed the same tradition in the US.
Some of these girls lose their hair by the
time they reach middle school.
The sale of weaves is a booming
billion dollar business. It takes about
seven to eight hours to sew hair (mostly
Indian) onto one’s own hair for at least
$1000. In high school, girls would book
entire weekends for this purpose. Once
the hard work has been done and the
fortune spent, one cannot even touch
it. The film interviewed men who said
they had been warned not to touch their
girlfriend’s weaves, which therefore af¬
fected intimacy between some partners.
A humorous anecdote of a man who
accidentally pulled off his partner’s hair
while they were having a romantic en-

counter is also included in Good Hair.
In elementary school, I had to deal
with constant taunts about the state of
my hair. I was called everything from
messy to dirty to unkempt because of
the natural texture of the fluff of my
head. I was even pressured into straight¬
ening it one time.
Gabby Douglas made team USA
proud this year for winning a double
gold in gymnastics. She was the first
African-American to win gold in the in¬
dividual all-around category. But while
she scored high marks for her skill,
Twitter ranked her low on the state of
her hair.
“In Olympic news, why hasn’t any¬
one tried to fix Gabby Douglas’ hair?”
wrote <®EbonyKeira on Twitter.
“Gabby Douglas is cute and all
. . . but that hair ... on camera,” @
Kimehouse tweeted. The main criti¬
cism came entirely from black women.
It seems that we are our own enemies
when it comes to how we look, because
I never recalled any woman (or man) of
any other race criticize me or anyone
else like this.
Now that my high school friends
are now in college and their pockets
are tight, many of them seemed to have
gone natural. Whether they are happy
or not, I cannot say. In the documen¬
tary, rapper Eve concluded that, “I am
not my hair.” In many ways, it is true.
But if a certain type of attitude comes
out as a result of strong hair beliefs, then
such a defense does not hold. Nothing
is more liberating that celebrating one’s
own God-given image.
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Editor-in-Chief

Does the election make a difference?

What we gained by re-electing President Obama on November 6, 2012

Goodbye to:
• a woman’s right to have an abortion,
• a right to control and make decisions
about her body,
• Planned Parenthood,
• affordable healthcare for all Ameri¬
cans,
• funding for Big Bird,
• a balanced Supreme Court,
• Social Security,
• attention to Global Warming, fund¬
ing for Pell Grants, and a bunch of
other scary things if Mitt Romney had
been elected President one week ago.
But then again, we probably
wouldn’t even know what would have
happened, as Romney was never clear
with his agenda and probably would
have surprised a lot of those people who
voted for him.
When it was clear that President
Obama was to have four more years in
the White House, I didn’t know wheth¬
er to cry or start jumping up and down.
I did both. After hearing how “close”
the presidential race was for months
and months, I had been legitimately
worried. It seems evident now that Nate
Silver had it right all along and those
percentage points that Obama had on
Romney were consistent leading up to
the election. And that made all the dif¬
ference.
Although political gridlock will
continue, we are clear on one thing: the
Affordable Care Act - derisively called

“Obamacare” by Republicans - will not
be repealed. That means, among other
things, that those of us Batesies who
graduate with loans we will be paying
off for years will also be able to stay
on our parents’ insurance until age 26.
This also means that people with pre¬
existing conditions will now be able to
get insurance. Forty million of our fel¬
low Americans will now be able to have
health insurance.
Thank you, President Obama.
President Obama’s reelection also
means that the war in Afghanistan will
end. Our troops will come home.
Thank you, President Obama.
The financial industry will be regu¬
lated — not a likely scenario under a
Romney presidency.
Thank you, President Obama.

“Last night the Republicans got
shellacked. And they had no idea it was
coming. And we saw them, in real time,
in real humiliating time, not believe it
even as it was happening to them. And
unless they’re going to secede, they’re
going to have to pop the factual bubble
they have been so happy living inside,
if they do not want to get shellacked
again,” MSNBC commentator Rachel
Maddow said after Obama’s re-election.
Romney was so shellacked that he
wouldn’t give his concession speech
until hours after it was obvious that he
was defeated. The final electoral count,
332 for President Obama, 206 for Mitt
Romney, is not a squeaker. It’s a solid
victory.
If Republicans in Congress contin¬
ue to turn away when there is opportu¬

nity to move forward, the gridlock will
continue and it will be harder than ever
for Obama to make some of the changes
he has been planning and that he has
been reelected to put in place.
However, we have made progress.
Maine has now joined the few states
that have legalized same-sex marriage.
Many Batesies were proud to vote
“YES” on “Question One,” which won
with 53 percent saying “yes,” and 47
percent saying “no.” President Obama
has expressed his support for same-sex
marriage.
“I am so happy and proud that
Maine has finally voted to grant its citi¬
zens such a basic right. Love is for ev¬
eryone! Everyone can marry who they
love now! It was so exciting to be able
to vote for such an important change,”

said junior Emma Timbers.
In “The Mafia Generation,” an ar¬
ticle published in The New Yorker, Amy
Davidson said, “Sasha and Malia are
part of a generation for whom respect
for gay marriage is not an act of rebel¬
lion, but a homily.”
Thank you, President Obama.
Although it is so difficult to see and
understand progress because we live on
such a day-to-day kind of schedule, let’s
remember how long it took America to
elect a black man President. This is not
surprising, considering the racism that
still exists in America, even though we
would like to think it does not. Until
people are educated and make an effort
to change their views, we will always
have scenes like the white students from
Ole Miss protesting against Obama’s reelection in disgraceful, racist, and vio¬
lent ways.
Before we judge the progress that
any one president has made, we have to
remember our history. Obama had to
battle against that history, because there
are so many people who still think white
people are superior to black people. Un¬
til the U.S. owns up to our racist past
and present, and continues to teach its
students about the volatile racism and
segregation that existed and still exists,
we will never be able to appreciate how
far our country has come.
We are part of this historic change
that is happening all around us, every
day. By the time our generation starts
having kids, our children will probably
be astounded that gay people could not
marry just ten years before, just as I am
shocked that blacks and women did not
have the right to vote.
But vote they did, and in large
numbers for President Obama.
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NEWS

BatesRates
Witnessing Bobcat history:
Bates Football crushing Hamilton
Football's first winning season in 30 years!

Thanksgiving Break
Time to catch up on sleepL.and homework? Oops

President Obama being re-elected
No matter your political standing, at least we don't have to
endure those political ads anymore

From reporting on campus events to wide-ranging feature topics, News provides a space for devoted student
journalists to study and describe how Bates operates every day. News is actively recruiting passionate, dedicated
writers. To hear more, contact Managing News Editor Grace Pezzella T5.
gpezzell@bates.edu
FORUM

Have an opinion? Share it in Forum. Students, Faculty and Alumni alike are encouraged to send in whatever
is on their mind. Never written for a newspaper before? No problem. Take advantage of the public stage we
provide regardless of your writing background and experience. To hear more, contact Managing Forum Editors
Curtis Rheingold Y4 or Scott Olehnik T3.
crheingo@bates.edu
solehnik@bates.edu
ARTS & LEISURE

Arts & Leisure covers all the features of our daily cultural lives at Bates — from food, fashion and art to live
events on and off campus. Arts is actively recruiting writers with both an eye and talent for creative endeavors.
To hear more, contact Managing Arts & Leisure Editor Michelle Pham T5.
mpham@bates.edu
SPORTS

Objects on roofs that shouldn’t be there
Those guys never fail to impress...how did they get the suit
of armour on the roof of commons?!

Athletics are at the heart of our school spirit, and the sports coverage we distribute is instrumental in keep¬
ing the student body aware of our competative fortune. We win some and lose some, and we always stand
united as Bobcats. To hear more, contact Managing Sports Editor Alex Daugherty T 5.
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Forum
A love-letter to Obama’s victory speech
JO WALLACE
STAFF WRITER

During the last few months, I had
worked myself around to the notion
that this campaign season was every¬
thing that is wrong with American poli¬
tics. I convinced myself that the Party
fighting, the finger-pointing, the nega¬
tive advertising from both candidates’
campaigns was evidence of a breakdown
of the American political system.
It seemed both entirely new and
utterly unhealthy for Republicans and
Democrats to so vilify one another in
their fight for office, because if their ap¬
parent hatred for one another was truly
genuine, the possibility of their work¬
ing together to craft legislation seemed
pretty much non-existent. Somehow
I expected this campaign season to be
quiet and polite. I expected it to focus
solely on fact and reason, to be an intel¬
lectual debate about American philoso¬
phy, completely devoid of emotion.
But, of course, it couldn’t be, and
in listening to Obama’s speech I real¬
ized that maybe it shouldn’t be. To ex¬
pect people to shelve their emotions in
choosing a candidate is not only unrea¬
sonable, but it is also undesirable. The
worst possible thing for a democracy is
not opposition, but indifference. The
passion from both sides of the aisle —
though messy when they came head-tohead — demonstrates a vital factor in
American democracy: that people care.
Americans, by and large, took this elec¬
tion seriously, and, said senior Emily
Bechtold, “If people care about some¬
thing, they’re going to get emotional
about it.”
The anger, the name-calling, the
competition, means that people will
go vote, that they will take sides, that
they will participate in the governing
of this country. As Obama said of the

cideds’ votes — maybe those are OK.
Politics is messy. It is a lesson in anger
management and a continual exercise of
compromise. With 300 million people
in the nation, there are bound to be
differences of opinion. There is no way
around the fighting, and though I got
caught up in the idea that there should
be, maybe I was wrong. Maybe it’s le¬
gitimate for the campaign season to be
an all out war.
The important thing is that once
the election is over, the campaign ends.
Democracy is strengthened by argu¬
ment, but legislating is weakened by en¬
mity. Republicans and Democrats will
always disagree on some fundamental
issues, but that’s why they comprise two
different parties. The key is that the dis¬
agreement should be over ideology, not
party affiliation. Now that the war is
over, now that the people have spoken,
the participants should turn away from
the campaign until the next election. A
dirty campaign is not the problem. The
problem is an endless campaign.

umammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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A Republican party that is quickly becoming irrelevant
SCOTT OLEHNIK
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

It’s been just over a week since the
seminal American election, and the
“postgame” analysis has been seemingly
nonstop. There is simply too much to
sort through to create a cohesive picture
of what happened. Much like a plane
crash, the causes and effects remain ob¬
fuscated and the true consequences will
not be apparent for months. However,
there is one thing that can be said with
some degree of certainty: voters mount¬
ed a broad rejection of the Republican
Party and it’s associated values.
The most obvious indicator of such
a decline is the Party’s inability to take
back the White House, something that
reportedly came as a surprise to Gov¬
ernor Romney and his campaign. CBS
reported that, “the campaign was un¬
prepared for this in part because it had
ignored polling that showed the races
favoring Obama.”
Similarly, an advisor for Romney
explained, “We went into the evening
confident we had a good path to victory.
I don’t think there was one person who
saw this coming.”
The fact that this scenario was unex¬
pected is indicative of one of the prob¬
lems with this Party. They are unable to
adapt. Increasingly reliant on an aging
and shrinking electorate, the Party is
unable or unwilling to understand the
wants and needs of the younger voters.
I’m not talking about people like us,
necessarily, but certainly counting on
retirees and near retirees is not going
to win you elections — especially when
your platform is based upon voucherizing the essential services that these
people rely on.
I’m hesitant to say that the Repub¬
lican Party is imploding, but I think we
are seeing the beginning of a long and
slow decline for the Grand Old Party,
and they have no one to blame but
themselves. The Party, it seems, is so out
of touch with reality that they will con¬
tinue to lose, and to lose big.
As the Senate and House of Rep¬
resentatives go, it is not surprising that
Republicans lost seats on both ends,
owing mostly to their own self-destruc¬
tive rhetoric. Rep. Todd Akin, mem¬
ber of the House Science Committee

To Facebook friends
and Twitter followers
I voted today
ERIN MONTANEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

race: “We may have battled fiercely, but
it’s only because we love this country
deeply and we care so strongly about its
future.”
Emotions are irrational by their
very nature — they lead to the personal
attacks, the slogans, the fear mongering;
but they are infinitely more powerful
than reason, and infinitely more likely
to drive people to action.
I still wish that there were moreemphasis on policy in elections. I wish
there were more media coverage of the
candidates’ stances on the issues, and
that there were more of a push to actu¬
ally nail down the details of the candi¬
dates’ broad, lofty sketches of the uto¬
pia they will bring to America. I think
it’s absurd that Mitt Romney made it
through the entire campaign without
ever specifying which tax loopholes he
planned to close to pay for his tax cuts.
But the public furor, the clash be¬
tween the die-hard liberals and the
die-hard conservatives, the emotional
appeals from both sides for the unde-

and admitted science skeptic as well as
Republican Senate Candidate Richard
Mourdock both made disparaging com¬
ments about rape victims and the act
of rape, and in the end both lost their
respective elections. It becomes increas¬
ingly clear that social issues are not the
strongest suit of this Party — and not
by any stretch of the imagination.
Even the Party’s master strategist,
Karl Rove, long deified for his seer-like
ability to bend an election to his will,
gambled on this election and lost big.
Rove and his allies put down upwards
of $300 million to elect or reelect Re¬
publicans to the White House, Senate,
or House of Representatives, and all but
one of those candidates lost.
Rove blamed Hurricane Sandy:
“Hurricane Sandy interrupted Mr.
Romney’s momentum and allowed Mr.
Obama to look presidential and bipar¬
tisan.”
He blamed hotel waiters: “The [47
percent] video added to public doubts
about Mr. Romneys wealth and char¬
acter,” but in the end it was Mr. Rove
who looked like the loser, and indeed he
came away shamed, and now shunned
by the party that had once idolized him.

I’m not trying to say that the Demo¬
cratic side of things is necessarily better,
but just that the conservative platform,
and its proponents, are in such disarray
that both seem nearly unworkable.
If Republicans want to survive for
any appreciable length of time and re¬
main relevant, then they have to stop ig¬
noring the facts. There can be no more
ignoring polls, as Romney advisors did,
there can be no more science denialism,
as Akin and Mourdock did, and there
can be no more blind hubris, as was the
case with Karl Rove.
In the coming weeks and months
there will be an investigation. People
will be looking for the black box, the in¬
flight data recorder, and reconstructing
the aircraft to see what can be gleaned
from the 2012 election.
The decline has already begun, and
whether or not the rest of the airline can
be salvaged remains to be seen. I’m am¬
bivalent. As someone who thinks that
the Republican Party is quickly losing
relevance, I don’t see this ending well
for Republicans, and I don’t see the
Party surviving as it exists today for very
much longer. Everything, though, re¬
mains to be seen.
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In the modernist universe, selfexpression is no longer what N.W.A.
rapped about or your hippie elementary
school teacher preached about. In these
modern times, his status update and
her tweet illustrate the emotions, the
thoughts, and the beliefs of the mem¬
bers of our various societies. And this is
totally fine. Really.
Freedom of expression—it’s a con¬
stitutional right. The Constitution itself
exists to outline our government and its
operation - a system that, as the voting
population, we are all meant to under¬
stand. However, in the wake of Elec¬
tion Day and the night that followed,
what he posted on his wall and what
she tweeted demonstrated the lack of
education displayed by voters of both
parties.
Social networks, the pinnacle of
technological and societal advancements
of the last decade, have an immeasur¬
able effect in the ways our society func¬
tions and communicates. What is said,
posted, commented upon, and liked ex¬
press the opin¬
ions of some
and evokes the
same opinions
of
others—
the “friends,”
the followers,
the fodder of
influence for
those with big
mouths
and
even
bigger
buddy lists.
It is impolite — at a dinner party
— to discuss sex, religion, or politics.
Therefore, the same rules of etiquette
should apply to social media. On Elec¬
tion Day, specifically, these rules were,
to no one’s surprise, repeatedly bro¬
ken.
Regardless of which candidate I vot¬
ed for, which party set of beliefs I associ¬
ate myself with, I found it unbearable to
be on Facebook, to scroll through the
endless stream of tweets reflecting the
“innermost” thoughts of friends, class¬
mates, and the like.
I know the higher powers ofTwitter
only give you 140 characters to say what
you need to say. I get it. Life’s hard. But
the inability of most to convey an in¬
formed opinion about why they voted
for who they voted for, why they believe
— in their heart of hearts — that that
person will change America for both the
financial and social betters, goes, unfor¬
tunately, unnoticed.
Before and after the vote was offi¬
cially called, friends on Facebook and
those who I follow on Twitter posted
things along the lines of “You got this,
Obama” and “Pull through, Romney.”
Their words equivocated electing the
leader of an entire nation to that of
rallying for a player from your favor¬
ite baseball team when he’s at bat. The
election of the president of the United
States of America is not a sporting
event. Voting is not how we partake in
the great American pastime.

Condemning “crazy liberals” and
claiming that we’re screwed and “it’s the
death of America” and “the end of the
world” and “if Obama doesn’t win I’m
leaving the country” and “if Romney
doesn’t win I’m leaving the country” ac¬
complishes absolutely nothing except
the pollution of the minds naive enough
to buy into your uneducated and un¬
supported thoughts and opinions.
The voting age is 18 for a reason.
After spending eighteen years in this
wonderful world, we are considered
adults, despite the fact we are still learn¬
ing to manage a bank account and do
our own laundry. Exercising our right
to vote is one of the greatest forms of
self-expression, akin to music and the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.
At eighteen, most embark on a path
to higher education. And most got on
that path because they are intelligent.
They have the intellectual capabilities to
understand the workings of government
and the society it is responsible for regu¬
lating. However, the general population
reads Facebook and Twitter more than
it reads the actual news. How can some¬
one who is too lazy to read anything
more than the
few sentences
of a post or
tweet make an
informed deci¬
sion?
The
big¬
gest problem
with
social
networking is
not how dis¬
tracting it is to
MASHABLE.COM stalk your best
friend from five years ago’s photos while
you should be writing all ten pages of
that paper due the following day. The
biggest problem with social network¬
ing parallels the biggest problem with
our government itself—the inability to
compromise.
Wendy Goldman T6 agrees that so¬
cial media and politics should not mix.
“I think that conveying your opinions
through social media is ineffective when
people argue without arguing to make
a difference or change people’s minds.
Nothing that is said has any impact or
helps people learn about the issues. It
just spreads information that usually
isn’t accurate,” said Goldman.
The class of 2016 was assigned
to read Amy Gutmann and Dennis
Thompson’s The Spirit of Compro¬
mise the summer before they entered
the Bates community. The fact that
most, including myself, made the con¬
scious choice to not read a book that, in
an election year, might have helped us
to understand what we are talking about
and voting for, is indicative of the gen¬
erations that have spent the better half
of their eighteen years on and offline.
At eighteen, you are old enough to vote;
therefore, you are old enough to get off
Facebook, log off Twitter, and pick up
the paper that Commons kindly puts
on the table every morning. You can’t
rock the vote if you don’t know what
you’re voting for.
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SEXUAL ASSAULT
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the importance of continuing education
about consent through sophomore, ju¬
nior, and senior year; a refresher course
could not possibly hurt.
“I believe sex should be good in two
ways,” said Professor Tracy. “It should
be erotically good, of course, but it
should also be morally good.”
While his comment was met with
giggles from the audience, the essence
is undeniably important. Bates College
has an emphasis on diversity and toler¬
ance, and while we are not perfect, we
are actively working on self-improve¬
ment. It only makes sense, then, that
we should be a sexually safe community
where we work to prevent assaults and
respond to them appropriately when
they do happen—because they do hap¬
pen.

This is a conversation that begs
everyone’s participation, regardless of
gender, experience, or background. If
you have a problem to report, seek out
Heather Lindkvist. If you are look¬
ing for a group of allies, check out the
Womens Advocacy Group or Multi¬
faith. And if you’re curious about the
next steps, stop by Commons 226 on
Wednesday at 9 p.m. for a “Safe Space
to Consider Gender and Sexual Culture
at Bates,” a group discussion held with
chai and cookies.
No faculty or staff will be present;
this is an arena for students to discuss
their experiences and concerns. We
pride ourselves on being a student-run
campus — therefore it is our responsi¬
bility to change the culture of entitle¬
ment, examine the language we use in
regards to sexuality, and create an envi¬
ronment where no one is afraid to walk
home alone.

OaiCE OF COMMUNICATIONS

MEDIA RELATIONS/CQjURTESV PHOTO

ELECTION

Tuesday night. The hype was driven by
an interest in politics, an awareness of
the impact on the younger generation,
and issues that directly affected Main¬
ers, like Proposition 1. Whatever the
motivation, the results of the 2012 elec¬
tion provided students with hope for
the future, a pride in the nation, and
the empowered belief in their ability to
change the world.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the decisions for ourselves,” said Taylor
Stone, ‘16.
Whether watching on their com¬
puter, on a common room television
or at the election party, students across
campus were focused on the election

The Intern Diaries: Liz Bassani
CATHERINE TUTTLE
STAFF WRITER

Name: Elisabeth Bassani T 4
Major: Politics
Minor: Education Studies
Over the summer, junior Liz Bas¬
sani worked as an Education Programs
Intern at WHYY, a public radio and
television station based in Philadel¬
phia, Pennsylvania. WHYY focuses on
arts and education in both local and
national news. The station broadcasts
to the greater Philadelphia area, all of
Delaware, and part of southwestern
New Jersey. As a PBS affiliate, WHYY
is a member-based organization which
strives to promote community events
and programs. WHYY appeals to a wide
range of ages and interests.
Bassani’s daily tasks included data
collection and analysis. In addition, she
was given the opportunity to collaborate
on longer-term projects with the Edu¬
cation Programs Department. She was
published twice for “View, Do, Read,” a
monthly article which encourages chil¬
dren to watch a PBS program, engage in
an activity related to the show, and then
read a book with a similar theme.
Bassani researched how WHYY
could reach out to local teachers and
gain support for professional develop¬
ment programs through social media.
She also helped with an annual pro¬
gram called “Why I Like This Book,”

Bryant University

where students send in an application to
WHYY describing their favorite book.
The program selects seven out of the
1,000 applicants to film commercials
that air between programs on local PBS
television stations.
Unfortunately, all internships at
WHYY are unpaid. However, Bassani
was able to make due. WHYY allowed
her to work part-time, giving her time
to earn money.
“I was lucky to have the flexibility to
earn money by babysitting on the side
while also saving by living at home,” she
said.
Overall, working at WHYY was a

great learning experience for her. Many
interns return to the organization as
full-time employees.
“I would definitely love to work at
WHYY or another public media sta¬
tion. It was exciting to see constant de¬
velopment and growth and witness the
dynamic of public media in action. I
enjoyed working with a younger group
of people, and meeting other interns in
college,” said Bassani.
Before her internship, she had never
given much thought to public media or
non-profit organizations as a career op¬
tion. But by the end of the summer, she
had changed her mind.
“Working at WHYY or at a simi¬
lar company was definitely something
I could see myself doing,” said Bassani.
To students looking for summer
2013 internships, Bassani recommends
branching outside of your comfort
zone. She also recommends consider¬
ing unpaid internships in the hope that
your desired organization will allow you
flexibility in your work schedule.
“The last thing you want to do is
limit your options by only applying for
paid internships or for those that align
with your major. The purpose of intern¬
ships is not only to boost your resume,
but also to help you figure out your in¬
terests,” Liz said.
In essence, be fearless. Chances are
you will end up with a productive and
enriching experience like Bassani.
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News & Feature

Bringing traditions from home (abroad) back to Bates
CATHERINE TUTTLE
STAFF WRITER

Every year, the Muslim Student As¬
sociation (MSA) invites the community
to their EID Celebration. The event his¬
torically marks the day after the Hajj,
or the annual pilgrimage to Makkah.
According to MSA President, Ghularn
Awais Rana, “It is a time of celebration,
remembrance and a time to forgive and
forget.”
James Reese, the longtime Bates
Dean of International Students, says he
has been coming to this event for many
years. “It’s very important for students
to have these occasions where they can
experience a bit of home.”
While he says of course the food
from Mother India is good, the experi¬
ence is much more than that. “For me
and other non-Muslims, it informs us of
the traditions of the diverse people right
here on our campus.”
Dean Reese said he also learned
Something new that afternoon. During
an informal presentation, a Muslim stu¬
dent referred to “Moon Night,” a term
Reese was unfamiliar with. He knew if
he asked the student about it, he would
surely get an “animated response.” This
resonates with the strong pride many
international students maintain in their
traditions from “back home” and their
eagerness to share these customs with
fellow Batesies.
Chaand Raat, literally known as
the “Night of the Moon,” is celebrated
in Pakistan and India for the eve of the
Muslim festival of Eid. It marks a time
of celebration when families and friends
gather on the last day of Ramadan to

spot the new moon, which signals the
arrival of the Islamic month of Shawwal
and the day of Eid. Once the moon is
sighted, people wish each other Chaand
Raat Mubarak (“Have a blessed night
of the new moon”) or Eid Mubarak
(“Blessings of the Eid day”). It is also
very common for women and girls to
decorate their arms and hands with
henna. Bates’ Eid Celebration on Sun¬
day aimed to recreate these traditions
as senior Raisa Sharmin, a senior from
Dhaka, Bangladesh, was the designated
henna artist.
The MSA also offered personal
presentations from Muslim students

recounting how their families tradi¬
tionally celebrate Eid. Ghularn Awais
Rana T 5 thanked everyone for coming
to help celebrate the love of Eid “we all
share.”
Senior Amna Ilyas from Faisalabad,
Pakistan sang two traditional songs and
the lyrics of the last one reflected depar¬
ture, as she recognized her last Eid cel¬
ebration at Bates. In addition, Ilyas told
stories of how she and her friends gath¬
ered at someone’s house before Moon
Night to apply henna. The story goes
that whoever woke up the next morning
with the most henna ink intact would
have the most loving husband.

Rana explained how Eid was a spe¬
cial time to make a sacrifice and that
food is “a major component” of the
celebration. Affluent Muslims who can
afford to sacrifice their best domestic
animals (mostly cows but also camels,
goats, sheep, or rams depending on the
region) do so as a symbol of Abraham’s
willingness to sacrifice his only son. Ev¬
eryone is expected to dress in their fin¬
est clothing to perform Eid prayer. Rana
underscores the importance of char¬
ity and giving back to the community
during Eid because “back home, meat
is very expensive and not everyone has
access to it.”

This year, the MSA served food
traditionally enjoyed in Pakistan, In¬
dia, and Bangladesh which included
Chicken Tikki Masala, “boneless chick¬
en marinated in yogurt, charbroiled
and sauteed in herbs” and Saag Paneer,
“lightly seasoned spinach in a steaming
blend of light cream, cottage cheese,
and Indian spices.” They also served the
ever-popular Somali sambusas.
First-year Detmer Kremer thor¬
oughly enjoyed his first Eid Celebration
at Bates but explained that he was no
rookie to the tradition. Although origi¬
nally from the Netherlands, Kremer
spent his last two years of high school
in Bosnia, a country with a large Mus¬
lim population. This event at Bates was
a great way for Kremer to reengage with
the Muslim traditions he misses. He
was first drawn to the event for a project
that he is working on for his First Year
Seminar, Visualizing Identities, where
each student was instructed to write a
paper about an aspect of college iden¬
tity. Kremer chose to write about Mus¬
lims at Bates and this was a perfect way
to kill two birds with one stone.
Sohpomore Nabil Saleem’s parents
are originally from Pakistan and he par¬
ticipated in the Eid Celebration because
it gave him a chance to “get in touch
with his cultural roots.” This was his
second year at the event and besides the
good food, Saleem enjoys a more inti¬
mate gathering for a group of people
that have a lot in common. For Mus¬
lims, non-Muslims, fellow international
students, and the rest, the Sunday after¬
noon celebration was a fun way to learn
more about Eid.
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Coffeehouse at Bates: not your average cup o’ joe
MICHELLE PHAM
MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

At Bates, a coffeehouse is more than
a place to indulge in rich lattes or tangy
Darjeeling teas. It is an explosion of Bol¬
lywood dance mating with Ed Sheeran’s
soft crooning. Spiced chai from Mother
India and hot chocolate were the drinks
of choice for the night as the Interna¬
tional Club hosted a diverse program.
Before the show even commenced, seats
and cups were filled.
“Coffeehouse was simply mesmer¬
izing! It exemplifies diversity and shows

that Bates is a home to a myriad of cul¬
tures,” said senior Qasim Mahmood.
The show opened with a strik¬
ing piece from the Taiko performance
group. The rhythmic beating of the
drums commanded attention immedi¬
ately. Shortly afterwards, Amna Ilyas,
a senior, offered an a capella rendition
of a Pakistani song. Her soprano voice
was coated with emotion as she sang of
a foreign land.
Freshman Sarah Wainshal sang
“Skinny Love” by Bon Iver and “A
Team” by Ed Sheeran. Although she
had a cold, her voice retained a very
sweet and pure tone. Thomas Koshy, a

double threat, performed some original
songs juxtaposed against some piano
chords that seemed perfect for a rainy
day mood.
The night’s highlight was the Bolly¬
wood performance choreographed and
led by Ilyas and Ramya Ghantalasa, a
sophomore. The dancers came from a
variety of ethnic backgrounds and class
years. Eric Adamson, a sophomore from
New Jersey, wore a traditional Pakistani
shirt and danced enthusiastically in the
back as the tallest member of the group.
“After attending coffeehouse last
year, I was inspired to learn Bollywood
and I was so excited to get to perform.

It was so much fun to watch everyone
perform in a supportive environment.
Plus, the chai was delicious!” said Kate
Paladin, a sophomore who was part of
the Bollywood troupe.
Nicole Kanu, one of the MCs and
performers of the night, said that the
Bollywood troupe was a new organiza¬
tion on campus and that this was their
first performance as a group.
“I just love Bollywood and Indian
culture in general. I have it [henna] on
my hands right now. It’s so energetic
and it is so different from everything
else,” shared Juwon Song after her per¬
formance.

The performance drew a loud ova¬
tion from the crowd.
Zuhayr Raez, a freshman from Bangledesh, finished the night off with a
powerful delivery of two Bengali songs.
Quite the character, Raez was unafraid
of attention and cracked a few puns and
jokes to the audience that evoked waves
of laughter.
Once the show was finished and
all the chairs had been stacked, co¬
president Tenzin Namdol said, “It took
so much work, but it ended up being
great!”

STYLE SPOTUGHT

Sperry ’15 tells a story with his style
ASHLEY BRYANT
STAFF WRITER

Posed next to a white birch tree,
Bates student Beau Sperry sports dark
brown leather shoes from L.L. Bean ac¬
companied by a pair of deep blue jeans
from Tellason. His heather grey Michael
Kors sweater is poking out of his tan
blazer from Goodwill. His infamous
orange scarf from Paris makes for an
interesting contrast to the whole ensem¬
ble, which is topped off by the brown
leather gloves from Hestra that dangle
from his coat pocket. Sophisticated yet
casual, this Batesie’s style makes him an
excellent focus for a fashion spotlight.
Sperry has not always sported such
classy clothing as he does now. His
mothers love of art really sparked his
interest in fashion. Although she never
pressured him into dressing a certain
way, she definitely encouraged Sperr his
only role model.
“Alexander McQueen was always
my favorite designer and icon in the
fashion world,” said Sperry. “I think
that his clothing and collections told
stories that few other artists have been
able to match.”
After McQueen’s death a little over
two years ago, Sperry became less inter¬
ested in high fashion. He turned instead
to the incredibly talented Tom Ford—
artist, designer, photographer, and di¬
rector all in one.
“A lot of his work really changed
the way I look at art and marketing as a
whole,” reflected Sperry.
Having been raised around fashion,
Sperry considers putting outfits togeth¬
er in a no-hassle, stress-free task.
; - “I think it might be uncomfortable
"if I tried to dress another way,” he said.
Sperry adapts his style to his living
•situation and location. Going back and
forth from Bates to his hometown in
.Salt Lake City, Utah, Sperry describes
his style as ever-changing.
Right now, however, he labels his
•clothing as “vintage and classic AllAmerican, a little rugged but well made
with good materials.” Sperry would say
[that his hometown has impacted who
he is as an individual, but it is not a
direct influence on his clothes. Sperry
wears what he does for the sole purpose
.of feeling comfortable with his identity.
“I dress to express who I think I am
and what I think I’m doing, or trying to
do,” he believes.
Sperry’s must-have accessory is his
.orange cashmere scarf, which he re¬
ceived as a graduation gift. After win¬

ning an award from his high school for
French, he used the money from the
award to buy the scarf when he was in
Paris during the summer.
“I feel like it tells a lot about who I
am,” said Sperry, “and [about] my con¬
nection with my hometown and France,
which are two big parts of my life.”
The Francophile enjoys shopping at
Colette in Paris, and—on the other side
of the Atlantic—at Goodwill and Ball
and Buck in Boston.
“If something is well made and

looks like it has told a story or has a
story to tell, then it’s good enough for
me,” stated Sperry.
For glimpses of Sperry’s glamorous
style, you might just have to attend the
next Bates Democrats meeting, or per¬
haps you’ll hear him over the Bates air¬
waves on his weekly radio show.
Looking to the future, he does not
really know where his fashion style will
take him next. “Hopefully I’ll enjoy the
ride,” Sperry quips, “and that’s really all
that matters anyways, right?”

The Bates Dance Company
showcases its many talents

her.
JEN BUTLER
STAFF WRITER

The first piece in the Fall Dance
Concert that the Bates Dance Com¬
pany performed was “Tensile Involve¬
ment,” which focused on the tension
between movement and resistance.
Choreographed by Alwin Nikolai and
restaged by Alberto del Saz, the piece
included dancers who dressed in yellow
body suits and were connected to each
other by a web of long, stretchy bands,
while they moved in conjunction with
one other.
The change in the color of the light¬
ing — from red to blue — further em¬
phasized the lines and shapes created by
the dancers’ bodies and their bands.
The performance and jazz repertory
classes constructed the Dance Concert
with the help of some wonderful chore¬
ographers to showcase the dances they
been working on all semester.
Consisting of six pieces, each part
of the show had its own distinctive sto¬
ry, format, and style of dance.
The second piece of the Concert,
“Rasta is a Conception” choreographed
by Debi Irons, surprised the audience
with its sharp contrast to the first piece.
In this piece, the dancers moved freely,
wearing vibrantly colored costumes. The
dancers made grand movements, both
fast and slow, throughout the piece.
There was plenty of utilization of can¬
nons, which is when one person starts a
series of movements and then the others
join in to make the same movements at
various times. At the end of the piece,
the dancers assembled in a cluster and
called out the names of different coun¬
tries. They concluded by proclaiming,
“Rasta is a conception.”
“Shadow Game” — a solo choreo¬
graphed by Rachel Boggia, the artistic
director of the show — introduced
the audience to a new form of media
though which dance can be ignited: a
video. As Boggia danced across the stage
with a series of powerful, calculated
movements, a video of a horse and its
trainer Was projected on a screen behind

The video gradually transitioned to
a film of her father wearing a cowboy
hat and a plaid shirt, similar to the one
that she wore with a pair of blue jeans
for the piece. Boggia repeated the same
succession of movements three times,
and during the third time, she explained
the significance of each motion and ges¬
ture. Her movements were all linked to
horses, horseback riding, cowboys, and
her father.
The next piece, “Rhythm-NRoots,” choreographed by Robin Sand¬
ers, began with the definition of the
word “rhythm” projected on the screen
behind the dancers. The dancers, wear¬
ing white shirts, black pants, "and boots,
danced in unison around the stage.
As the dancers exited the stage,
the song changed, and a single girl re¬
mained to dance onstage. Soon, a male
dancer joined her, and they danced
together around a bench. The music
changed again and more dancers en¬
tered the stage. Then, the dancers exited
and left a male dancer alone onstage to
rap. While he rapped, the definition of
the word “roots” was projected on the
screen behind him.
Others joined him for some soulful
hip-hop dancing. Finally, the piece con¬
cluded with an African-themed dance.
The dancers wore colorful crop tops and
printed pants as they each used their en¬
tire body to make elaborate movements,
including cool acrobatic tricks, high
jumps, and fast turns.
Choreographer Rachel Boggia de¬
cided to videotape the performance and
broadcast it on screen for the fifth piece
of the show, “Out/In Space.” The piece
was filmed in the squash courts in Mer¬
rill Gymnasium and depicted the danc¬
ers trapped inside the courts. This piece
challenged the audience to think about
the boundaries between space, time,
and distance.
The final piece of the show, “Sub¬
verting Normal” by Tiffany Rhynard,
experimented with the question: “Who
See DANCE, PAGE 8
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Skyfall: a worthy continuation Q&A with the Crosstones
of the Bond series
CONNOR HAMPSON
STAFF WRITER

Bond movies are predictable. But
that isn’t necessarily a bad thing. I went
to the latest Bond flick, Skyfall, expect¬
ing roughly two hours of espionage, at¬
tractive women, fast cars, cool gadgets
and British accents. On all of these
fronts, Skyfall delivered. Daniel Craig
played a haggard, suave James Bond,
Naomie Harris played his sophisticated
and good-looking assistant, Aston Mar¬
tin provided some stylish horsepower,
Q (Ben Whishaw) fashioned Bond an
exclusively personalized pistol, and ev¬
eryone sounded appropriately English.
Skyfall has the components of a
typical Bond movie. The tone and mood
created by director Sam Mendes, how¬
ever, are distinctly different. The film is
much darker than its predecessors. From
the beginning, the viewer gets the sense
that the aging Bond (Daniel Craig) is a
tad off. He is a step or two slower than
he used to be while the world is rapidly
changing around him.
“Bond was definitely different. He’s
a more subdued character in this one,”
said one Batesie.
Well-tailored
suits,
charisma
and pocket guns are quickly becom¬
ing things of the past at MI6, Bond’s
agency. Despite his best efforts, Bond
is hardly fit for fieldwork in the era of
espionage that is increasingly moving
away from the field and into cyberspace.
He is, at least initially, portrayed as a
“last gunman in the Wild West” type of
character. Bond openly battles with this
impending sense relegation throughout
the film.
The 007 series has existed exactly
half a century and has, by necessity,
adapted to a changing audience. People
no longer find rogue KGB agents with
golden pistols as frightening as they
might have in 1974 when The Man
with the Golden Gun was released.
Tiago Rodriguez (Javier Bardem),
Skyfall’s main antagonist, is an unmis¬

DANCE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

are you?” The dancers, dressed in neu¬
tral colors, asked each other questions
about their religion, race, aspirations,
fears, dreams, talents, sexual orienta¬
tion, and passions. One of the dancers
even ran out into the audience during
the piece and asked audience members
questions about how they define them¬
selves. This piece challenged the audi¬
ence to break free from the constraints
of what is considered “normal” and to
embrace their own personal identity —
whatever that may be.
After the show, a few of the dancers
remained onstage to answer questions
from the audience about the Concert.
One of the audience members asked
about the difficulty of having to transi¬
tion from one style of dance to another,
especially for dancers that were in mul¬
tiple pieces.
Jarron Brady ’15 responded by ex¬

plaining, “I wouldn’t say it was mentally
challenging, but physically it was hard.
This was the first show where I had my
own creative influence put in. It was a
lot of fun, but challenging physically,
definitely.”
Another audience member asked
how the dancers balanced their time
between practicing for this show, which
required rehearsing for fifteen hours
each week in addition to completing
work for other classes.
“It was very different for me coming
in as a freshman. I knew that it was re¬
ally important to get assimilated to the
school, people, etc. Once I felt like I be¬
longed here, it was a lot easier to let go
and just focus on the moment and be¬
ing here [in the studio],” said freshmen
Emma Stone.
Both the dancers and the chore¬
ographers put a lot of time and energy
into creating and rehearsing for the Fall
Dance Concert, which seamlessly com¬
bined wonderful dancing and meaning¬
ful pieces for a successful show.
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takably 21st century villain. Rodriguez
is a former MI6 operative, turned cyber
terrorist. Tiago Rodriguez hacks into
government computers, cripples inter¬
department communications, steals
invaluable information and blows up a
sizeable portion of the MI6 headquarter
building.
His attacks are well thought out and
devastating. They are, however, most
troubling because no one is entirely
sure how to stop them. This type of vil¬
lainy is profoundly troubling because it
is intangible. The threat that Rodriguez
poses is very real today. He represents
a threat that cannot be eliminated by a
set number of men, tanks or planes. In
effect, he has the power to incite global
conflict from a computer.
Like most high-budget films, Sky¬
fall is visually remarkable. Sam Mendes’
energetic, fast paced action takes the
viewer from the crowded markets of Is¬
tanbul to the lavish casinos of Shanghai,
to the damp subways of London, and to
the barren hills of Scotland. The quick
transition from place to place gives a
sense of urgency to Bond’s mission.
While it is notably different from other
Bond films, fans will appreciate the con¬
tinuity of Bond tradition in the film.
The set that is used for the MI6
headquarters is virtually identical in ap¬
pearance to the set that was used to rep¬
resent the agency in the 1962 birth of
the series, Dr, No. Likewise, the movie
is punctuated by the same musical score
that has defined James Bond for the past
fifty years.
The skinny: if you liked the past
two Bond movies, you will probably
like Skyfall. It is fast, action packed and
at times funny. Daniel Craig delivers
a great performance as a troubled but
heroic James Bond, who a Batesie said
is “still pretty badass.” While Javier Bar¬
dem plays Bond’s sadistically cunning
counterpart. Skyfall is a worthy contin¬
uation of the Bond series. It acknowl¬
edges the 007 tradition while ground¬
ing the series firmly in the twentieth
century.

LYDIA O’BRIEN
ASSISTANT ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

Interviewee: Rusty Epstein, 2013
Group: The Crosstones
Type: Co-ed
Members: 17 total, 3 abroad

The Bates Student: So, first off,
what’s the story behind the name?
Is the second part supposed to be
“tones” or “stones?”
Rusty Epstein: Were the Cross¬
tones. One word. I’m assuming that
when they made the group, the name
was meant to imply that it crosses the
gender barrier. At that point it was just
the Deansmen and the Merimanders on
campus; we were the first co-ed group.
TBS: So that was before Take
Note? What year was that?
RE: I think 1996, Take Note was
founded in 2008, right before we got
here [to Bates], We actually celebrated
our 15th anniversary when I was a
sophomore, and we brought back a lot
of alumni for it. It was fun.
TBS: Do you have any special po¬
sition in the group?
RE: I’m the musical director. I lead
rehearsals, I teach people their parts,
and if they need help I can help them
with their parts. I do a lot of the arrang¬
ing.
TBS: Do you study music at
Bates?
RE: Yes, I’m a music minor. The
Crosstones actually really sparked my
interest in music. It was after I joined
that I decided to be a music minor.
TBS: What made you decide to
try out for the Crosstones when you
started?
RE: I didn’t try out until I was a
sophomore. I was a big fan of the Crosstones during my first year, and then one
of my friends in the group convinced
me to try out, so I did.
TBS: During the audition pro¬
cess, do you try to maintain a ratio of
boys to girls?
RE: Yeah, ideally we like to have the
same amount of guys and girls. Right
now we have slighdy more guys, which
never happens because we usually have
more girls. But the best sound is going

to come from having the same amount
of guys and girls.
TBS: What type of songs do you
usually do?
RE: We like to have a variation.
Generally we pick stuff that we think
college kids are going to enjoy. Things
like “I Want You Back”' [by Jackson 5]
and Sufjan Stevens.
TBS: What are some of your fa¬
vorites that the group has done?
RE: “Going On” [by Gnarls Bark¬
ley] and “Sweet Dreams” [by Eurythmics]. They’re really fun ones; they’re
fun to sing and to get the audience into
it, too.
TBS: What events have you done
so far this year?
RE: Let’s see . . . we spent the first
month preparing for the Parents’ Week¬
end Concert. After that we typically
start teaching the new people essentially
our entire repertoire. This year and the
past two years, we went to Montreal
for October break to perform in the
streets. It’s really fun to perform, you
make some money, and it’s a great way
to bond with the new people.
TBS: What are the group’s biggest
accomplishments that you’ve been a
part of?
RE: I would say our biggest accom¬
plishments were in my sophomore year.
We recorded five songs and submitted
them to the National Collegiate A Cappella Competition CDs, and we actu¬
ally got onto both of them! It was a huge

deal for us, and no one else from Bates
had done it before.
TBS: What do you think are the
most important advantages to co-ed a
cappella?
RE: I like co-ed a cappella because
you get to have both really low parts and
really high parts. My favorite parts [of
performances] are when the sopranos go
all the way to the highest notes they can
do and the basses go down to the lowest
they can do. It’s fun to have that mix of
voices.
TBS: Do you think there are any
disadvantages?
RE: I can’t think of any!
TBS: Do you think the Cross¬
tones are less well known than other
a cappella groups at Bates?
RE: I don’t know if we’re under¬
rated, but the Deansmen and the
Merimanders are definitely considered
the classic groups, since they’ve been
around forever. But I think every group
brings its own thing to [Bates].
TBS: Have you guys ever recorded
albums?
RE: Yeah, the Crosstones have done
three albums since they were founded.
We’re currently recording our fourth
one now, and we’re hoping to sell it next
fall!
TBS: What else do you do activ¬
ity-wise on campus, and how much
does a cappella take precedence for
you?
RE: My other big extra-curricular
thing is managing the Ronj; I’m one of
the four managers. I love the Ronj and
being there, but being in the Crosstones
is probably my number one thing out¬
side of academics.
TBS: What’s one major thing you
think Bates doesn’t know about the
Crosstones?
RE: Hmm . . . this is interesting. I
feel like Bates doesn’t know that we’re
actually really funny people. When you
go to a cappella concerts, you expect the
Deansmen and Man Ops to be funny,
but when the Crosstones are funny, you
think, “Oh, this is really cute, the Cross¬
tones are trying to be funny!” I think we
kind of know as a group that we’re not
as funny as the others; we go into con¬
certs with the understanding that we’re
not trying to be the funny ones, but we
really are.
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Q&A wiTh Allen Stone: small-town soul singer
KELSEY SCHOBER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Allen Stone, age 25, is a soul sing¬
er from the small town of Chewelah,
Washington. He recently hit it big with
his second album, “Allen Stone.” One
of his songs peaked at the number two
spot for R&B/Soul Hits on iTunes and
since then he has been asked to perform
on Conan. This up-and-coming soul
singer is currently on tour but still took
some time out of his day to let me in¬
terview him.
First off, can you tell me a little
bit about how you got into music?
Specifically the genre of soul?
“It’s always kind of just been a pretty
steady element in my life,” said Stone of
his music. “My pops was a minister so I
grew up singing since I was a little kid.
[Church] sparked the soul music side of
me. Eventually I picked up a guitar and
started writing and singing for people ..
. then, when I turned 15, soul just took
the place of every other kind of music.”
Your biography said you were
bom in a tiny town in Washington.
Can you tell me a little bit about what
it was like to go from a small town tal¬
ent to the national music scene where
everyone knows your name?
“It’s kind of weird. You know, it’s
really weird to walk around big huge
cities and have people recognize you.
The town I grew up in has a popula¬
tion of about 1100 people, so I grew up
in this town where everyone knew me
and I kind of had to watch what I did
and what I said because my father was a
minister. I moved away when I was 19
to Seattle and nobody knew me and I
could do whatever and get away with it.
But now, when I go back to Seattle, ev¬
erybody knows me again and I can’t get
away with shit. But it’s a good problem
to have because it means people know
my music.”
You’ve been called a “pitch-perfect
powerhouse” by USA Today. Clearly,
you’ve gained popularity across the
nation incredibly fast. But going back
a bit to your roots as an artist; can
you tell me a little bit about who the
biggest influences on your music are?
Who inspires you the most?
“My favorite singer ever is Stevie
Wonder. He’s my favorite ever. Right
after him is Marvin Gaye, Donny Ha¬
thaway, and Aretha Franklin. But when¬

ever I find new music I like that is ac¬
tually good music, that really inspires
me. Good music is very few and far
between; there is a lot of this computer
bullshit — not a lot of people get in a
studio behind a microphone or drum
set anymore. When I find someone with
real live instruments also writing really
good songs, that’s really inspiring to me.
The [biggest] tragedy is that no one re¬
ally understands how modern music is
made.”
A few of your most popular songs
like “Contact High” and “Unaware”
are social commentaries, correct?
What aspects of society are most in¬
spirational to you as a songwriter?
What do you hope to accomplish
with songs that make some comment
about our society?
“Contact High is a song I wrote
about my generations’ obsession with
social media and my personal obsession
with it. I have to be a part of social me¬
dia for my business and it has been an
incredible tool, but I definitely overuse
it and pay more attention to it than I
need to. But you know, it’s something
I have to do to make a living. But I see
hundreds of thousands of millions of
people use it without any financial gain
involved,” he said.
Social media is allowing us to curl
up into a little ball and not have to
strike up real conversation and make
real friends. For me, it got to the point
where I was so much more interested
than being social with the thousand
people online and less into sitting across
someone at a coffee table and having a
real conversation ... [I] struggle with
putting down the phone and looking
someone in the eyes and being in the
now,” Stone added.
Regarding what he wants to accom¬
plish with his music, Stone said, “R&B
drops the ball recently. CCR had such
power back in the day, same with Mar¬
vin Gaye; those songs meant something
to the culture. When they were released
people were inspired by them and went
to the streets and . . . used the power of
the people. Those songs were big influ¬
ences on that culture and time frame . .
. Nowadays, I don’t see hardly anyone
writing songs (especially in pop and
R&B) that stir up any sort of conscious
movement. But politics is coming back
around and there’s an artist called Allen
Stone who is making that happen.”

Should we expect an album in the
near future? If so, what sort of sound
are you looking to make with this al¬
bum?
“Right now, my record really hasn’t
been out long and it has only sold
30,000 copies. It’s a very undiscovered
record at this point. I think there’s a
little bit of life left in [it].”
But, says Allen of a new album,
“Hopefully next year I’ll do a record run
depending on how this record takes off.
[If it doesn’t], I’ll hop in the studio next
year and take another shot and it’ll rip
peoples’ faces off because its conscious
and good! But it’s really tough to like
make a legit attempt at a record when
you’re on the road and living in a tour
bus. [However], I recently signed a re¬
cord label with David Matthews Band.
What made you decide that being
a musician was the ideal career choice
for you? What do you want to accom¬
plish with your music? What is your
biggest inspiration as an artist?
“That’s a good question. It was
probably ignorance and foolish pride
that made me think it was a good idea
to have a career in music. The music in¬
dustry is one of the hardest industries to
make a living in because there’s not sci¬
ence to it.Thank god I’ve made it this far
and been able to sustain and put food
on my table.” About the importance
of music in his life, Stone said, “Music
was something to me that was always a
part of my life. I always truly just loved
signing ... I was rebelling. [I thought],
I truly love music, and I understand
how incredibly difficult it’ll be for me
to make a career in music. But I think
it was a fire inside of me that said ‘this
small town won’t hold me back. I’m go¬
ing to prove to everyone . . . who tells
me that I can’t, that I can.’ You have to
do it for the music. You have to know
that that’s what you’re going to do and
you have to love it [because] the respect
for our field of passion has really di¬
minished over time. In order for those
passions to remain, you have to pursue
[music] simply for the passion of it,
not for the money, 22 inch rims, or the
bitches.”
Allen Stone is performing in Port¬
land, ME on November 16. Tickets are
available online.
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What to bring back from Thanksgiving Break

And what you can leave at home
ERIKA SCHMIDT
STAFF WRITER

Thanksgiving is right around the
corner, and it is all too obvious that all
of us-students, teachers, and staff alikeare more than ready for break. As our
nerves heighten and our stress levels ex¬
cel into overdrive, these next couple of
days can not seem to pass by any slower.
But alas, this much-needed break will
come creeping up before you know it,
giving us the opportunity to celebrate
what I find to be one of the more en¬
joyable holidays, regardless of however
“PC” we may not find it to be.
Irrespective of how we individually
plan to spend these nine days-whether
it be at home with friends and family,
traveling, or staying here- Thanksgiving
break is the perfect time to bring back or
stock up on winter wears. Whether they
be new purchases, clothes you forgot to
pack in September, or smuggled sweat¬
ers from the depths of your parent’s clos¬
ets (sorry mom!), make sure the things
you bring back are necessary and practi¬
cal -there’s nothing worse than having
an over-stuffed closet! But just in case,
against your better judgment, you find
yourself stocking up clearance bikinis at
3AM -high off of the Black Friday sale
prices and the radiating aggression from
the other surrounding door-bustershere is a basic guide to show you what to
stock up on, and what to leave behind.

BRING BACK
SCARFS
Although it may seem like the trend
amongst girls these days, is to sport in¬
finity/circle scarves, most any scarf is
worth bringing back. If you don’t own
any, and your mother refuses to lend
you the scarves you swear she has not
worn in the last 20 years, you can eas¬
ily acquire them from places like H&M
and Forever21 from as low as $5.
Quick Tip: If you own scarves that
for whatever reason, never seem to wear,
or have always thought would have
looked better as a circle scarf, with a
needle and a bit of thread, you can easily
revamp them and turn them into some¬
thing more wearable. If you have a free
ten minutes, try sewing the ends of one

of your scarves together. You may take
the stitches out again in the future, so
don’t worry about it being perfect — just
make sure the thread color doesn’t stand
out too much! So simple!
http://dlwOdlwqaslwfs.doudfront.net/static/media/product/
images/4215 52/v_b0f83a2170dae9adb9665fb3ffc988c9_421552-07-2.JPG
$12 cotton on

slip under your jeans, no matter how
inexpensive, both tights and leggings
will provide an additional layer of heat
retention, making them perfect for the
dreaded walk to our 8AMs, when it is
quite literally “freezing” outside.
http://images.urbanoutfitters.com/
is/image/Urban Outfitters/18771758_0
4l_a?$beauty$
urban outfitters $12

BRING BACK BRING BACK

HATS & HEADBANDS

To me, winter means red noses and
frostbitten ears. Avoid this by covering
your ears with a knit hat or headband.
If you are feeling ever so crafty, winter is
the perfect time to redevelop those knit¬
ting skills you had hidden away. Other¬
wise, hats and headbands can be found
almost anywhere, for decent prices.
http://www.forever21 .com/images/
large/25100866-03.jpg
$5 forever 21

SWEATERS &
WINTER JACKETS
If you don’t have a winter jacket al¬
ready, make sure to acquire one pronto.
Like man’s best friend, a nice winter
jacket will be forever by your side, pro¬
viding eternal love and comfort.
http://im.uniqlo.com/images/us/

pc/ goods/072940/item/69_072940.jpg
$90 uniqlo

LEAVE HOME
FLORAL DRESSES
Don’t get me wrong, I love my flo¬
ral-print dresses, but with most every¬
thing, there is a right time, and there is a
wrong time, and bright, floral dresses in
winter is most definitely the latter. Save
this space for warmer clothes, and in no
time, you will be reunited once again.

LEAVE HOME
SWIM WEAR
Although this might seem like a
no-brainer, you never know what will
mysteriously sneak into our suitcases.
But on the other hand, if one of those

sly little rascals manages to make it back
to Bates, you can teach them a lesson
or two by wearing them while plung¬
ing into the ice-cold water during the
Puddle Jump.

LEAVE HOME
SANDALS
Cold Toes. Need I say more? Doesn’t
matter if they were a new purchase or
not, they can make an appearance dur¬
ing spring, or sometime later in the year.
This list might seem ridiculously
simple, but for those of us who are
cursed and lack any and all types of suit¬
case packing skills like myself, or make
irrational online purchases, I hope this
provides some sort of solace, as you try
to tackle the worst part of breaks —the
clean up.

OFFERING,

!■■■

BRING BACK

COMPLETE
MECHNICAL,
AUTOBODY
& COLLISION
REPAIR

BOOTS
Although we’ve already had the
privilege of seeing a sneak-peek of the
winter snow to come, having a nice pair
of boots, is always a nice way to keep
your toes from trying to secede from the
rest of your body. While you can opt for
warm and furry snow boots, most any
leather boot will do the trick, for it isn’t
all too often that you wake up and the
walkways haven’t been shoveled.
http://images.cabelas.com/is/image/cabelas/s7_840542_003_01?rgn=0,
0,1455,2000&scl=5.26315789473684
25&fmt=jpeg&id=087UkRS9RfHnOj
DrKnFBYP
$150 sorel

25 fern $L Turner, Maine 04282
• Oil Changes

• Engine Diagnostics

• State Inspections

• Air Conditioning

• Tires & Batteries

• Complete Front End Work

• Tune-ups & Brakes

• FREE Shuttle Service

Now Available:
Wheel Alignments

BRING BACK
TIGHTS & LEGGINGS
Whether or not you regularly pair
them with dresses, skirts, or shorts, or
find those pairings wildly impractical
(you’re almost barelegged anyways!),
tights and leggings will quickly become
your new best friends. Thin enough to

225-5012
Nothing says Thanksgiving like pie!
■■US

Recipesfor not-your-ordinary pumpkin pie
BAILEY STONECIPHER
STAFF WRITER

Thanksgiving is practically syn¬
onymous with pumpkin pie, which al¬
most always comes from the same basic
recipe. Why not whip up an even more
scrumptious pumpkin pie while you’re
at home—one with a walnut and brown
sugar topping for some extra texture
and crunch? Your parents will be flab¬
bergasted, you’ll be able to obnoxiously
fish for compliments at the Thanksgiv¬
ing dinner table, and family members
will be so obsessed with your culinary
skills that they will forget to interrogate
you about your classes. Win-win-win.
The best way to create a really great
pumpkin pie is—gasp—to use real
pumpkin. Of course, picking up an or¬
ange cylinder of pure pumpkin in the
canned goods aisle is tempting, but even
if you spend $10 on an organic brand
from Whole Foods, the taste will never
be the same as a scoop from the inside
of an actual pumpkin.
Pick up a “sugar pie” pumpkin from
the market—but be aware that these are
completely different from jack-o-lantern pumpkins. Jack-o-lantern pump¬
kins will in fact turn your pie into or¬
ange, watery goo and make a mess of
your kitchen preparations.
Cut the sugar pie pumpkin in half
(slightly difficult, but certainly a pre¬
workout for all the pie you’ll be eating).
Place the two halves flat side down in a
baking pan filled with Vi inch of water.
Place the pan in the oven at 350 degrees

for 20 minutes. Afterward, remove the
pumpkin halves from the pan, scoop
out the insides with a metal spoon, and
throw away the seeds and skin.
Of course, if you perform the no¬
fear, Top-Chef-approved pumpkin ex¬
traction, feel free to buzz over to Trader
Joe’s and pick up a piecrust from the
freezer section. This may seem like an
insult to the very serious art of pie bak¬
ing, but these piecrusts actually taste
more homemade than the results of
crust recipes in some cookbooks. Avoid
the Pillsbury brand, though, because ev¬
eryone can taste the store-bought qual¬
ity. In general, however, when life gives
you perfect, pre-made piecrust, buy it.
Remember that pie is one of the
only foods served in the same dish it is
baked in, so it’s always nice to use a cute
and cheerful pie pan. Pre-baking the
crust for just a few minutes prevents it
from getting wet and deteriorating upon
contact with the pie filling. For the extra
old-fashioned taste, make some home¬
made whipped cream by just whipping
heavy cream.
Remember to picture your success
after baking this perfect pie. Nothing
can really go wrong. Your dad’s deci¬
sion to deep-fry the turkey so that it
ends up tasting like meaty french-fries
will seem negligible when you pull out
this pumpkin pie for desert. You saved
Thanksgiving!
Once the glory of Thanksgiving is
over, leftover turkey and vegetables are
perfect ingredients for a turkey potpie.
It’s easy to impress your date with this
scrumptious entree, or a solo cozy-up in
front of Elf would be an equally enjoy¬
able occasion for a plate of potpie. (No,
it’s never too early to watch Elf.) Top¬
ping the potpie with goat cheese-chive
biscuits, which sound delightfully fancy,
is in fact a very easy task.
If you’re feeling particularly lethar¬
gic in your Thanksgiving hangover, you
can always use two Trader Joe’s piecrusts
instead of the biscuits. Your excuse:
you’re keeping it traditional.
Happy Turkey Day!

k

PUMPKIN PIE WITH BROWN-SUGAR WALNUT TOPPING
Bon Appetit Magazine, November 2009
INGREDIENTS

1/2
1/4
1 Pinch
1
1
2
1/2
1/2
cup walnut
pieces

TOPPING

of fine sea salt

12-Inch round pie
crust

CRUST

For topping:
Combine all ingredients. Us¬
ing on/off turns, blend to fine
crumbs in a food processor.

Position oven rack in bottom
third of oven; preheat to 3500 F.
Transfer crust to 9-inch-diameter glass pie dish. Fold edges
under and crimp decoratively.
Freeze crust 20 minutes.
Line crust with nonstick foil
and fill with dried beans or pie
weights. Bake until crust is set,

I

1/2

cup (packed)
golden brown
sugar

teaspoon
ground
cinnamon

FILLING

cup (packed)
golden
brown sugar
large eggs

teaspoon
fine sea salt

ground
cinnamon

about 20 minutes. Gently remove
foil and beans. Return crust to
oven and bake until partially
cooked and golden brown around
edges, pressing down on crust
with back of spoon if bubbles
form, about 15 minutes. Cool crust
on rack. Maintain oven tempera¬
ture.

For filling:
Whisk brown sugar, eggs, sea
salt, cinnamon, ginger, and cloves
in medium bowl. Add pumpkin
and cream and whisk until well

1/2
1/4
1

ground
ginger

ground
cloves

cup canned pure
pumkin (lies, we
know better)

1

cup heavy whipping
cream

blended and smooth.
Pour filling into crust. Bake
pie until filling is firm, covering
crust with foil collar if browning
too quickly, about 30 minutes.
Sprinkle topping evenly over
top of pie. Reduce oven tem¬
perature to 325 °F; continue to
bake pie until filling is set and
slightly puffed in center, about
15 minutes longer. Transfer pie
to rack and cool completely.
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Alabama’s National Title hopes
dashed?
KYLE OLEHNIK
STAFF WRITER

In college football, anything can
happen in any given week. Little known
teams such as Louisiana Lafayette can
storm into a top 25 stadium like the
Swamp in Gainesville, Florida and al¬
most pull off an upset. Or, a top five
team can go down — like Alabama did
this past weekend to Johnny Manziel
and Texas A&M. Looks like everything
Assistant Sports Editor Alex Henrie
told you about last week about Alabama
dominating for the next century isn’t
going to happen after all.
The reason why every week matters
is because of the bowl system college
football has, where BCS standings are
pivotal in determining which teams go
to a BCS bowl. There are other bowls
than just the BCS bowls. However,
most people only pay attention to these
top tier bowl games where the nations
best are pitted against each other.
The nation’s undefeated teams
dwindled last weekend as Teddy Bridgewater and the Cardinals of Louisville
got absolutely trounced by the Syracuse
Orange. Even though the Cardinals did
lose, they will still win the Big East and
earn an at-large bid to the Orange Bowl
in which teams from the Big East and
ACC play each other in Miami.
Collin Klein and Kansas St. contin¬
ued their winning ways, taking down
TCU in Fort Worth. The two other big
name undefeated teams, Notre Dame
and Oregon, remained perfect and

probably will keep their unblemished
records until the end of the year. So, the
big question here is: when the season
ends, what BCS bowls will these teams
be heading to? Here are my predictions:
BCS National Championship:
Oregon vs. Notre Dame: Oregon is
too fast and powerful of a team to lose
this year. Sure, they still have Stanford
and the Civil War game against Oregon
State, but, this team went into Pasa¬
dena and handled USC and pounced
on California. With Marcus Mariota
under center and Kenjon Barner and
D’Anthony Thomas in the backfield, no
one will be able to handle their speed
and athleticism. Notre Dame still has
two games on their schedule, but only
one true test left against USC. However,
by playing well on the road this year,
and taking into account USC’s penalty
and defensive problems, the Irish will
win that matchup and improve to 12-0
on the year, punching their ticket to the
National Championship.
All-State Sugar Bowl: Alabama vs.
Oklahoma: Even though the Crimson
Tide fell to Texas A&M, they will still
go to the SEC championship and take
down Georgia, which will send them to
the Sugar Bowl. Oklahoma has had an
interesting season; getting knocked off
by Kansas State and Notre Dame, both
at home, in addition to also blowing out
Texas in the Red River Rivalry. Howev¬
er, they will be matched up against the
Tide in the Sugar Bowl down in New
Orleans.
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl: Kansas State
vs. Georgia: A lot of people see Kan¬

sas State going undefeated this year and
positioning themselves for the National
Championship. But, they still have two
tests at Baylor and then at home against
a much-improved Texas team. I see
them losing to Texas at the end of the
year, which will place them in the Fi¬
esta Bowl. Georgia, a team that will face
Alabama in the SEC championship,
has two easy remaining games on their
schedule and will head down to Phoe¬
nix to take on the Wildcats.
Discover Orange Bowl: Louisville
vs. Florida State: Even though Louis¬
ville did receive their first loss of the sea¬
son this past Saturday, that will be their
only loss as the Big East is a very weak
conference this year. The Cardinals are
the strongest team in the division, and
Louisville isn’t even that impressive as
a football team. They will square off
against the Seminoles, who will upset a
confusing Florida team (who struggled
with Louisiana Lafayette) in their sea¬
son finale.
Rose Bowl Game presented by
Vizio: Stanford vs. Nebraska: Even
though Oregon will win the Pac-12,
they will end up in the Championship,
so this leaves the spot open for Stanford.
The Cardinal are deceiving, and they
haven’t been talked about much because
they lost star quarterback Andrew Luck.
I expect them to have a solid season led
by running back Stephan Taylor. Stan¬
ford will face the Big 10 conference
winner in Nebraska, as the Cornhuskers
will win a division that some say is the
weakest in the nation this year.

Life after Bama in the NOVA rankings
DOUG STEINBERG
STAFF WRITER

Where on earth did Johnny Man¬
ziel come from, first of all? The nine¬
teen-year-old redshirt freshman quar¬
terback of Texas A&M absolutely lit up
top ranked Alabama’s defense en route
to a 29-24 win and the biggest upset of
the year.
This was the same Alabama team
that had not lost a game since Novem¬
ber of last year (which was by 3 points
to number one ranked LSU) and has
won two out of the last three national
championships.
Heading into this week, few could
have imagined a scenario in which Ala¬
bama, led by the best defense in the
country, did not finish the year unde¬
feated and then play for the national
championship.
Everyone else had been playing
for second place. But thanks to Manziel’s heroics, his absolutely spectacular
throwing and running of the football,
Alabama has dropped to being ranked
number four in the AP poll. Now that
Alabama is no longer guaranteed a spot
in the championship, let’s take a closer
look at the contestants for whom the
race just opened up to.
The new consensus number one
team seems to be Oregon, which would
also be my pick. If you have not seen any
Oregon games yet this year, please set
your DVR to record their game against
number 14 Stanford on Saturday.
Oregon is absolutely the most fun
team to watch in football right now,
and not just because of their flashy and
stylish uniforms (those are great, too).
Oregon’s offense scores with alarming
regularity, as they lead all of college
football with 54.8 points per game. Or¬
egon runs a spread — no huddle offense
— attacking the defense on every play
and routinely breaking off big runs for
touchdowns. The offense is unequivo¬
cally loaded with playmakers, the most
exciting of which is sophomore running
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back De’Anthony Thomas, who con¬
stitutes a threat to score from the team
locker room.
Senior running back Kenyon Barn¬
er is a Heisman Trophy candidate, and
redshirt freshman Marcus Mariota is
one of the most efficient quarterbacks in
the game. While Oregon’s defense is not
nearly as strong, no team can possibly
keep pace with Mariota and company
on offense.
Facing their toughest opponent yet
in USC, Oregon surrendered a stagger¬
ing 51 points, and still won by 11. Unbe¬
lievable. This might be the best offense
in college football history, and they are
almost certain to score their way to the
championship game.
Oregon will face stiff competition
from the up and coming number two
Kansas State team, led by Heisman
frontrunner quarterback Collin Klein.
Klein is a freakish athlete and a tremen¬
dous dual-threat quarterback. He has
already accounted for 41 touchdowns
through 10 games this season (12 pass¬
ing, 19 rushing) and is a proven scoring
machine.
Klein is a one-man show on offense,
but he is so good that Kansas State ranks
eighth in the nation in points for.
Kansas State also boasts the nations’
fourteenth-ranked defense, and it has
proven itself worthy of the national title
game with convincing wins over num¬
ber six Oklahoma, number 13 West
Virginia, and number 14 Texas Tech.
Kansas State also plays a much tougher
schedule than Oregon, which bodes
well for them in the polls that deter¬
mine ranking.
A point of concern for Kansas State,
however, is Collin Klein’s concussion is¬
sue; if he cannot play, Kansas State sim¬
ply cannot beat good teams.
Number three Notre Dame will
most likely need Oregon or Kansas
State to lose in order to have a chance at
the national championship. The Fight¬
ing Irish are clearly a good team, but no
one can really tell how good they are.
skiers is a tall order, and the team will
try to duplicate the NCAA finish from
last season. Look for the Bobcats to fall
a spot or two in the national rankings
with Dunleavy and Hayes having great
individual seasons.

Skiing
stock DOWN
The co-ed varsity ski team capped
off a successful season with a 13* place
finish at the NCAA Championships last
season. Alex Jones, who finished 24th
in the slalom and 28* in the giant sla¬
lom at the NCAA Championships, has
graduated. Beth Taylor, who placed
26* at the NCAA Championships in
cross country skiing, has moved on too.
Returning for the Bobcats are soph¬
omores Avril Dunleavy, Emily Hayes,
and Hallie Grossman along with ju¬
nior Jordan Buetow. Dunleavy was the
second-best performer from a Division
III school in the downhill events. Re¬
placing two NCAA Championship level

Men’s Indoor Track
Jk, Stock UP
Expect another strong season from
one of Bates’ most successful teams. The
Bobcats return nearly everyone of con¬
sequence from last year’s team, head¬
lined by senior captain David Pless, a
two-time Dill National Champion in
the shot put. Fellow seniors James LePage and Nick Barron will look to carry
Bates as well as a deep group of under¬
classmen that has already stepped into
major roles. Bates men’s track should
be better than a year ago, which is bad
news for the rest of the country.

Women’s Indoor Track

They have a terrific defense, led by
middle linebacker Heisman candidate
Manti Te’o, and currently rank first in
the nation in points allowed. Their of¬
fense, though, is suspect due to the lack
of a reliable passing game. Quarterback
Everett Gholson is a good scrambling
quarterback, but has yet to establish
himself as a competent pocket-passer.
The Irish rank 91st in passing yards
per game, and the inability to throw the
football downfield is a serious downfall
in team ratings.
While Notre Dame is still undefeat¬
ed, they are not as consistent as Oregon
and Kansas State are. Are they the team
that beat number 8 Oklahoma 30-13,
or are they the team that needed triple
overtime and a missed field goal to beat
lowly Pittsburgh 29-26?
Strength of schedule will help them,
but Notre Dame will not be able to get
to the championship game on their own
and needs to remain unbeaten while
hoping that Oregon or Kansas State
lose.
With only two weeks of regular
season play remaining, the national
championship scenario will play out
fairly quickly. Each of these three teams
still have a tough test or two remaining,
as Notre Dame must play number 21
USC, Oregon faces number 14 Stan¬
ford and number 15 Oregon State, and
Kansas State plays number 17 Texas, so
there is no guarantee that these teams
will remain undefeated.
Alabama is certainly still in the mix,
and could still play for a championship
if two of these three teams fall, espe¬
cially given the revelation of how good
Johnny Manziel’s Texas A&M squad is.
However, I have never seen any¬
thing quite like Oregon’s offensive at¬
tack, and I believe that their ability to
score between fifty and sixty points ev¬
ery single game gives them an enormous
advantage over the rest of the field. I ex¬
pect them to be national champions at
the end of the year.

Jk. stock UP
Similar to the men’s team, the Bates
women’s indoor track returns many of
the contributors that made them one of
the top teams in the NESCAC last year.
However, the loss of several seniors from
that team should slightly temper expec¬
tations for this year’s team.
The Bobcats do bring back many of
the same faces who excelled at distance
last year, including seniors Bud Arens,
Lindsay Cullen, and Amanda Solch. An
exceptional group of underclassmen, in¬
cluding Sarah Fusco (All-NESCAC in
the 400) and junior Kallie Nixon (AllDIII), look to continue their alreadyimpressive careers. They will to fill holes
left by a remarkably successful Class of
2012, but should be poised to improve
on their season from a year ago.

ALEX DAUGHERTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITER

The co-ed Frisbee team recently wrapped up its fall season, battling
squads from all over New England, New York, and Canada, The team will
now look forward to the spring season where the men and women compete
separately.
The men’s team is led by senior captains Fergus Moynihan, Connor
Abernathy, Henry Mauck, and junior David Smith while the women are
led by seniors Mackenzie Stelle, KC Collier, and juniors Evelyn Hartz and
Mohdis Delijani.
“The captains this year are highly skilled players and we are all very
excited to show off our'talents in the spring,” said Stelle.
The team won their bracket at the Montreal tournament and almost
defeated Middlebury, one of the top club Frisbee teams in the country. At
the Clambake Tournament, the women won all of their games, beating a
competitive dub team from Portland in the process.
“My freshman year we started off with a very nonchalant team and
there were about seven good players,” Stelle said. “Now, we have more
dedication and skill so we are very proud of how the team has developed
over the years.”
Last year, the team made it to regionals in the spring and will aim to
qualify for the tournament again this season.
“We are gearing up for the competitive spring season and we look for¬
ward to more great tournaments and wins,” Moynihan said.
The team finished with a combined record of 8-6 this fall and captured
the Red Tide’s Clambake title against some of the best teams in the north¬
east.
“Hopefully we will end our spring season with a berth at nationals,”
Moynihan said.

Where will top MLB free
agents sign?
KYLE OLEHNIK
STAFF WRITER

Even though it’s the offseason for
teams around the majors, executives
and front office personnel are working
all winter trying to resign coveted play¬
ers, make blockbuster trades, or most
importantly, hit the free agent market to
try and sign good talent. What makes or
breaks a team is what it does in the off¬
season. The winter meetings are in foil
swing and teams are making pushes to
increase their chances at the all-impor¬
tant World Series title in 2013.
Here are five free agents to watch
and where they might sign:
1) Zack Greinke
(2012 Team: Anaheim Angels)
Greinke is the top free agent be¬
cause he is one of the top pitchers in the
MLB today. He has a strong arsenal of
pitches and supreme command. He is
young man who has bounced around
from team to team, but hopes to sign
a big deal this offseason, and deservingly so. The Angels will obviously try
to resign him, but there will be plenty
of other teams looking to sign this stud
who struck out 200 last season with 15
wins.
Many teams are in the market for
an ace pitcher, and Greinke certainly fits
the bill. Since the Angels have recently
moved on from Dan Haren and Ervin
Santana, they have the space in their ro¬
tation and the payroll flexibility to make
a deal happen.
Prediction: Anaheim Angels
2) Josh Hamilton
(2012 team: Texas Rangers)
This outfielder has quite the story.
Battling drug and alcohol issues earlier
in his career, Hamilton has rebounded
and developed into one of the top free
agent targets this offseason. Hamilton
has outstanding numbers year in and
year out, and plays solid defense. Teams
such as the Mariners and As have been
said to be interested, but like Greinke, a
lot of general managers will be acquir¬
ing about this lefty. Will teams be afraid
of past issues? We will have to wait and
see.
Hamilton is one of the most inter¬
esting free agents , and it is tough to
determine how the market will progress
around him. Many teams including
the Mariners, As, Orioles, and Rangers
will be interested in his services. The
Red Sox are one of the few teams who
can match Hamilton’s payroll demands,
and are interested in a fresh start after a
disastrous 2012 campaign. Cody Ross,
the Sox’s leftfielder last year, is also a free
agent and a run at Hamilton seems to
make sense.
Prediction: Boston Red Sox
3) B.J. Upton
(2012 team: Tampa Bay Rays)
One of the most frustrating play¬

ers in the league, Upton still is on the
radar of many teams. Upton, who has
more talent than many of the other free
agents, cannot seem to put it all to¬
gether and become elite. However, this
young outfielder has progressed over the
years with an improved attitude. He has
all the tools to become an all-star every
single season. The main question will be
if he is able to do just that.
While many teams are searching for
a centerfielder, there are two free-spend¬
ing teams with holes in that position.
The Nationals and Phillies could both
use another outfielder, but the Phillies
seem to be a better fit for Upton. For
one, the need is greater because Shane
Victorino is now gone while the Na¬
tionals still have Bryce Harper and
Jayson Werth capable of playing centerfield. Ruben Amaro is no stranger to
huge contracts (see Howard, Ryan) and
will similarly overpay for Upton.
Preditiction: Philadelphia Phil¬
lies
4) Kyle Lohse
(2012 team: St. Louis Cardinals)
Lohse has been a big surprise the
past couple of seasons. He’s not a big
name or a stud, but he’s a consistent
pitcher that puts up solid numbers ev¬
ery season. Last year, he went 16-3 and
posted an impressive 2.86 ERA. Teams
will be attracted to this righty because of
his consistency.
However, there are plenty of red
flags with a free agent like Lohse. He
has never been a strikeout pitcher and
is hitting the market at an age where
some pitchers tend to break down. Be¬
cause he is coming off a career season,
the team who overpays for this number
three starter is going to have buyers’ re¬
morse. The Dodgers have been spend¬
ing like drunken sailors since the team
was sold earlier this summer and Lohse
would fit the bill of an expensive team
looking for an expensive player.
Prediction: Los Angeles Dodgers
5) Michael Bourn
(2012 team: Atlanta Braves)
Bourn is an absolute speed demon.
He stole an impressive 42 bags while
only getting caught 14 times last season
for the Braves. The main attraction for
this player is his defensive prowess. Be¬
cause he is fast, he can cover ground in
the outfield, which is something teams
look for nowadays. He doesn’t generate
many homeruns at all, but he puts the
ball into play and gets on base, posting
a .348 OBP last season. The question is:
will teams worry about his speed-only
factor? Or, be drawn to his gold glove
caliber defensive capabilities?
The Nationals would be a good fit
for Bourn, but if they sign Upton instead
the Phillies will be the favorites to land
the fleet-footed centerfielder. Bourn is a
great defender and game-changing base
stealer, but there are questions about his
ability to draw walks and drive runners
in.
Prediction: Washington Nationals
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Stock up, stock down: winter edition
ALEX DAUGHERTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITER
ALEX HENRIE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The winter sports season is upon us
and you know what that means — time
for your friendly neighborhood sports
editors to give you the lowdown on
which teams are looking good for next
season. Most of our predictions are
based on what players graduated from
last season and some potential impact
first-year players, so we cannot account
for every freshman who has joined a
team or any recent injuries to key play¬
ers.

Men’s squash
.Jk Stock UP
In a sport where individual match¬
ups are vital, losing the number one
player in the lineup can pose prob¬
lems. That is not the case with the
men’s squash team. While number one
player and All-NESCAC selection Bob¬
by Burns has moved on, the returning
players and some new faces are ready to
vault Bates into one of the nation’s elite
programs.
Junior captain Kristian Muldoon
occupied the second spot on the ladder
and will be joined at the top with senior
R.J. Keating. Seniors Eric Bedell, Da¬
vid Born, and Walter Cabot along with
sophomores Andy Cannon, Nabil Saleem, and Jason Shrubb all return to the
starting lineup. The best player on the
team might be newcomer Ahmed Abdel
Khalek, the 2009 and 2011 U.S. Junior
Open Champion, who will compete for
a spot near the top of the ladder.
Look for Bates to challenge Middlebury and Williams for second place in
the NESCAC behind national power
Trinity and an improvement on last
year’s number 15 national ranking by a
few spots.

Women’s squash
A Stock UP
The women will return their entire
lineup from a squad that finished as
NESCAC runner-up before forfeiting
and ended up ranked 12th in the nation.
Senior captain Cheri-Ann Parris will re¬
turn to provide leadership and guidance
in the number two spot on the ladder.
Occupying the top spot is sophomore
and All-American Nessrine Ariffin. Ariffin finished last season with a 23-4 in¬
dividual record while consistently play¬

ing the other team’s best player.
Sophomore Myriam Kelly returns
to the number three spot in the lineup
along with junior Samantha Matos. Se¬
nior Ali Bragg, junior Rakey Drammeh,
and sophomores Chloe Mitchell, Lesea
Bourke, and Rokya Samake all return to
the starting nine this season. The wom¬
en should take second in the NESCAC
behind Trinity and finish ahead of rivals
Williams and Middlebury to reach 20
wins for the first time in school history.

Women’s basketball
▼ Stock DOWN
Losing 60 percent of a team’s start¬
ing lineup is a daunting challenge for
any team and one the women’s basket¬
ball team will have to face this season.
Past seniors Lauren Dobish, Kelsey
Flaherty, and Annie Burns have all
graduated ajid all three were part of the
Bobcats’ top five last year. Burns in par¬
ticular will be hard to place in her role
as point guard last season where she led
Bates in assists and steals along with be¬
ing second on the team in rebounding.
The three leading scorers for Bates do
return: junior Meredith Kelly, sopho¬
more Molly Brown, and senior Allie
Beaulieu.
Brown was named Maine Rookie of
the year last season. The problem is all
three top scorers last year were guards.
The forwards, led by leading rebounder
and sophomore Allaina Murphy, are rel¬
atively inexperienced and could struggle
on defense against larger opponents.
Offensively, the team should be able to
keep pace with last year’s scoring and the
team is not significantly worse from last
season. However, the lack of forwards
with experience in addition to replacing
the point guard will prove daunting for
the Bobcats; they will finish a win short
from last season’s 11 win total.

Men’s Basketball
Stock UP
Coming off a loss in the NESCAC
Tournament semifinals last season, the
Bates men’s basketball team’s forecast is
looking up for 2012-2013. The Bobcats
bring back an extremely talented backcourt, including guards Mark Brust,
Luke Matarazzo, and Graham Safford.
We’re not nearly as excited about the
bigs, although center Eddie Bogdanov¬
ich certainly provides a reliable post
presence after averaging 10 points per
game last season.
Even if Bogdanovich can stay
healthy, Bates needs another big man

to step up and help fill the shoes of
graduated senior John Squires, an AllNESCAC selection a year ago. Keep an
eye on 6’9” freshman Alex Perrone; if
he can find his way onto the court, the
Bobcats’ front line will look a lot more
dangerous. Look for an improvement
on Bates’ 13-13 record from a year ago,
and another spot in the NESCAC tournament semifinals.

Men’s swimming
▼ Stock DOWN
The men’s swim team completed
a successful season, tying for its best
finish in program history at the NESCAC Championship meet last season.
Seniors Dan Aupi, Tom Boniface, and
Nathaniel Depew have all graduated.
However, the team will have a lot of
firepower returning and will attempt to
conquer rival Bowdoin this season.
Sophomore Matt Gagne will look
to build on an outstanding first season
where he eclipsed the Bates record in the
100-yard butterfly. The relays were also
successful last season, but three out of
four members of the 200 medley relay
and 400 freestyle relay have graduated.
Senior Travis Jones will return to
lead the Bobcats in diving, but the loss
of many of the top relay team members
will make it difficult for Bates to repeat
last year’s sixth place conference finish.
Look for the Bobcats to fight it out with
Middlebury and Colby for the sixth
place in the conference.
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Murphy, Merck earn
All-NESCAC Honors
ALEX HENRIE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

;
Bates senior captain Johnny Mur¬
; phy capped off another stellar year for
the Bobcats’ soccer team with his second
consecutive All-NESCAC selection.
Murphy was named to the All-NE¬
; SCAC Second Team last year as a for¬
j ward, but moved to midfielder for his
j senior season.
The position switch wasn’t an issue
; for one of the most productive Bates
; soccer players in recent history; Mur¬
j phy tallied eight goals and five assists
! this season, finishing with 21 points
; and securing another place on the All; NESCAC Second Team.
i
The honor is well deserved; Mur¬
I phy finished second in the NESCAC
! in points per game and goals per game,
; trailing only NESCAC Player of the
j Year Spencer Noon. He also finished
! third in the league in assists per game.
!
As has been the case over the course
; of his career, Murphy rose to the oc¬
j casion when the Bobcats needed him
! most. He scored both of Bates’ goals in
1 the Bobcats’ only NESCAC win, a 2-0
; triumph at Middlebury. His outburst
j against the Panthers came after an of¬
fensive explosion against USM earlier
in the week in which Murphy buried

three goals and also added two assists.
He would earn NESCAC Player of
the Week honors for his play in those
games.
Murphy is the first Bates player to
earn All-NESCAC honors in multiple
years since 2007, and the first to do so
in consecutive years since 2005.
He will be taking his talents to Har¬
vard Stadium on November 25, where
he will take part in the 2012 NEISL Di¬
vision III All-Star Game.
Bates field hockey also saw a mem¬
ber of their squad earn All-Conference
honors for their play in the 2012 season.
Junior forward Polly Merck was
named to the All-NESCAC Second
Team after leading the Bobcats in scor¬
ing.
Merck posted seven goals and four
assists on the season, finishing as the
Bobcats’ leader in both categories. Her
18 points are tied for the most by any
Bates player in the last decade.
Merck’s biggest contribution came
in the Bates’ only NESCAC win, a 3-2
triumph over Hamilton. Merck scored
two goals in that game, and was the
Bobcats’ primary source of offense in
several other NESCAC games.
She becomes the first Bates field
hockey player to be named to the AllNESCAC team since 2009.

Women’s swimming
▼ Stock DOWN
The Bates women finished fifth in
the NESCAC last year, continuing the
program’s increased success in recent
years. Unfortunately, a similar finish
looks like the ceiling for the 2012-13
team. The Bobcats will have to cope
with the graduation of Kara Leasure,
the team’s only representative at last
year’s Dill Swimming & Diving Championships.
Bates does bring back a number
of contributors from last year, including Catherine Sparks, Allie Skaperdas,
Emilie Geissinger, and Gabrielle Sergi.
Sparks, Skaperdas, and Sergi made up
three-quarters of Bates’ record-setting
200 Medley Relay team, while Geissinger and Sergi anchored the stellar 200,
400, and 800 Free Relay teams. The talent is there, but only time will tell if the
returning cats can make up for the loss
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j
j Murphy T3 (left) and Merck T4 recieved All-NESCAC honors.

See STOCK PAGE 10

NHL lockout illustrates Leagues incompetence
*“■

ALEX HENRIE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Hide your kids, hide your wife, and
break out your copy of NHL 13. Gary
Bettman is at it again.
Yes, sports fans, the man who seems
determined to single-handedly run one
of the oldest and most revered sports
leagues in North America into the
ground has locked out the NHL players
once again.
Don’t worry, though, the last time
he did this (before the 2004-05 season)
he only caused the cancellation of the
b'
entire ’04-05 season, the loss of most
of the NHL’s lucrative TV deals, and
a mass exodus of casual hockey fans
who found other sports to enjoy while
the NHL was off being nonexistent for
an entire calendar year. But aside from
that, things are looking up!
Let’s slow down and consider the
utter absurdity of Bettman and the
NHL locking out its players after one
of the most successful postseasons in
recent memory. Last year’s playoffs fea¬
tured incredible shootouts (see: PhillyPittsburgh in Round 1), the rise of a
new wave of young, marketable stars
(see: Jonathan Quick), and the West¬
ern Conference’s #8 seed taking down
the top three seeds in the conference
on their way to the Stanley Cup finals,
where they became the lowest seeded
team ever to take home Lord Stanley’s
Cup.
Did I mention that those Stanley
Cup champions, the LA Kings, play
in one of the largest markets in North
America, a potential gold mine for the
NHL?
If last year’s playoffs represented the
NHL’s figurative ‘golden goose,’ then
Gary Bettman just ran that goose over
with a Zamboni while whistling the Star
Wars Imperial March. Locking out the
players has already killed any goodwill
created by such an exciting season, par¬
tially because of the media’s crippling
ADD and because any casual fan that
might have flipped on the T.V. last sum¬
mer to watch playoff hockey (insanely
entertaining, by the way) has already
forgotten about the NHL.
In an age where the average fan’s
attention span is shorter than an NFL

play clock, casual viewers don’t really
care that the NHL isn’t on T.V. right
now. They’re busy checking their five
fantasy football teams, or laughing
about Lebron’s hairline, or posting re¬
peatedly about why Tim Tebow should
be starting over Mark Sanchez (O.K.,
maybe that’s just me).
There are too many things happen¬
ing on the sports landscape in 2012 for
anyone except for diehard NHL fans
to care that the league isn’t there. Every
league has its share of crazed followers
— it’s the interest of the casual viewer
that really determines long-term suc¬
cess.
This is something that Gary Bett¬
man and the rest of the NHL doesn’t
seem to understand, or even recognize
as a problem. The phrase ‘out of sight,
out of mind’ is a perfect fit here; every
day that the NHL remains locked out
is another day the league is out of the
public eye, and another day in which to
pay attention to another sport. While
this might seem like an untenable posi¬
tion for the NHL, the lack of urgency in
negotiations has to worry hockey fans.
In all honesty, I wouldn’t expect a
resolution anytime soon.
On Sunday, in the latest meeting
between the NHL and the NHL Play¬
ers’ Association, there was “little hope
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a labor deal [would] be reached soon,”
according to ESPN.com. Not exactly
the most optimistic forecasts. One of
the big sticking points thus far has been
player contracts.
As was the case in 2004-05, the
league thinks player salaries are too in¬
flated, and wants to enact countermea¬
sures to limit the economic options that
players have (translation: save the own¬
ers from their own stupidity). I find two
things to be particularly absurd about
the NHL’s proposal.
First is their insistence on limiting
contracts to five years. It’s obvious that
contracts like Rick DiPietro’s 15-year
deal or Ilya Kovalchuk’s 17-year (failed)
deal are detrimental to the league. But
limiting contracts to five years? That’s an
overreaction of the worst kind, a kind
of mumbled concession that the own¬
ers need Gary Bettman to prevent them
from handing out such ridiculous con¬
tracts.
Another NHL proposal that I ques¬
tion is their insistence that a player must
be 28 or have spent eight years in the
league before free agency. I understand
that big free agents command huge
deals, and as a result, drive up the asking
price for everyone else on the market.
Restricting a player’s access to the free
market until he is nearly 30, however,

goes beyond meddling. It screams of the
olden days in American sports, where
teams owned players’ rights and that
was that.
I also think it could create a fair
amount of negative publicity for the
league in the form of very public and
unpleasant player dissent. Imagine if
Player X, a 2 5-year old All-Star, wants
out of a bad organization that doesn’t
seem committed to surrounding him
with the necessary talent to win a Cup.
Instead of being able to take his talents
elsewhere, he would be forced to play
out three more seasons in a franchise
that he doesn’t like, with a team that
isn’t any good.
That doesn’t benefit the league in
any way I can think of, unless you think
that a dormant free agent market and a
stagnant, unchanging league is a good
thing.
Speaking of things stagnant and
unchanging, let’s end with a discus¬
sion of the two simians that are behind
the whole lockout. That would be, of
course, NHL Commissioner Gary Bet¬
tman and NHLPA executive director
Donald Fehr.
Bettman has time and time again
proven himself as incapable of running
the National Hockey League, and yet
remains in power, because under his

watch, the MUl
NHL has become more prof¬
itable.
Basically, Bettman is coasting off
the “economic boom” that he ushered
in and stumbled on with the increase in
TV deal money.
His other accomplishments, as
we mentioned, include presiding over
a whopping three lockouts, expand¬
ing the NHL to disinterested warmweather markets like Florida or Atlanta
while ignoring the traditional American
or Canadian markets (although kudos
to Atlanta’s ownership for moving the
franchise to Winnipeg this offseason),
and generally being a mismanaging Ne¬
anderthal.
NHLPA boss Donald Fehr isn’t far¬
ing much better. Despite his contribu¬
tions to professional sports in the form
of a massive salary collusion lawsuit
brought against MLB owners in 1985,
Fehr is better known as the only Execu¬
tive Director to have ever been involved
in work stoppages in two sports. Yikes.
Bettman and Fehr strongly dislike
one another, which is kind of unfortu¬
nate when you’re trying to work togeth¬
er to end a lockout. Predictably, there
hasn’t been much ‘working together’
going on.
According to ESPN, the NHL has
made it clear that it is unwilling to
budge on any of its positions (player sal¬
aries, contract length, free agency, etc.).
Given the NHL’s arrogance and greed
in this situation, it shouldn’t come as
a surprise that negotiations have been
“heated.”
While I doubt the lockout will end
in the season being cancelled (even Gary
Bettman isn’t that stupid . . . right?), I
don’t think anyone really knows how
this situation is going to end.
If Bettman were a rational man,
he’d realize that he is slowly choking the
life out of a once-proud pillar of Ameri¬
can sports. If the owners were rational
people, they’d realize that their demands
fall somewhere between insulting and
downright offensive, and would work
toward a compromise.
However, the biggest “if” is this:
if the league were really that relevant,
would this problem even exist in the
first place?
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Men’s and women’s cross country qualify for NCAA’s
ALEX DAUGHERTY
MANAGING SPORTS EDITER

Facing some of the toughest com¬
petition in the country, the men’s and
women’s cross country teams successful¬
ly earned a berth to the NCAA Cham¬
pionship meet. The meet will be held
next weekend in Terre Haute, Indiana.
Women's Cross Country
Bates women’s cross country has
qualified for the NCAA Champion¬
ship meet for the first time since 1997.
The top two teams automatically quali¬
fied for the NCAA Championships
but since the New England region is so
strong for cross country, Bates’ fourth
place showing was more than enough.
The women came into Saturday’s
regional meet ranked 25th in the coun¬
try and responded with a signature per¬
formance that will undoubtedly vault
their national ranking. Bates defeated
17th ranked Amherst and 20th ranked
Tufts.
“I was blown away by our team’s
performance this Saturday,” said sopho¬
more Elena Jay. “Of course, we have
been preparing for this race all season
but I believe the final outcome exceeded
all our expectations.”
The Bobcats finished with 145
points, finishing only behind champion
and top-ranked MIT, third ranked Wil¬
liams, and fifth ranked Middlebury.
The women were a solid 45 points clear
of the Lord Jeffs for fourth place out of
51 competing schools.
“We place a huge emphasis on pack
running and supporting each other,”
said Jay.
Leading the way for the Bobcats
was junior sensation Gabby Naranja. The transfer student finished 14th
among 366 top runners, completing the
six-kilometer course in 22:05.23.
“Deciding to transfer schools was
one of the toughest decisions I ever
made,” Naranja said. “I am grateful to
the team for so openly welcoming me
into their cross country family.”
Jay was perhaps the most surprising
performer today, registering a 25th place
finish in 22:18.03 in a breakthrough ef¬
fort. Senior captain Alicia Fannon had

a second straight solid performance at
the regional meet with a 32nd place ef¬
fort in 22:23.97.
First-year phenom Hannah Zeltner
blazed to a 35th place finish in 22:29.23,
the fifth fastest rookie in the field.
Naranja, Jay, Fannon, and Zeltner
all earned All-New England laurels for
placing in the top 35 individually. Fan¬
non earned All-New England honors
for the second straight season.
“The team does a good job of stay¬
ing focused, and we are going to leave it
all on the course next weekend,” Nara¬
nja said.
Placing fifth and scoring for the
Bobcats was junior Mira Carey-Hatch,
who finished 39th overall with a time of
22:51.50.
“In the last stretch we decided be¬
fore the race that we would keep saying
to ourselves, Indiana, Indiana, Indiana,
to remind ourselves that in the last few
hundred meters every second would
matter if we wanted to give ourselves a
chance to go to nationals,” Jay said.
Scoring displacers were junior cap¬
tain Amanda Solch with a 54th place
finish in 22:51.50 and senior captain
Lindsay Cullen, who finished 90th over¬
all with a time of 23:26.50.
The second through sixth place
runners for Bates were better than their
counterparts on all but the top three
teams, highlighting the Bobcat depth
and strength to run as a team.
“In races like regionals we have to
focus our race strategy to address the
sheer difficulty of racing against so many
people, especially when there are a few
select teams we need to find and pace
ourselves against,” Jay said. “Our strat¬
egy this year was to run the first mile
together, but at a faster and harder pace,
this allows us to engage with the race
without getting trapped in the pack.”
“The best moment of the season
was seeing all the senior women receive
the State of Maine title,” Naranja said.
“It was wonderful to see these women
deservedly rewarded and recognized for
their four years of hard work and dedi¬
cation to the team.”
Men's Cross Country
The men had a similarly impressive

day at the NCAA Regional Champi¬
onships, punching its ticket to nation¬
als for the second straight year. Bates
finished third in a strong 50 team field
with 105 team points.
The top five was extremely tight
as Bates lost to Bowdoin by only four
points and trailed race winner Middle¬
bury by just 14. Williams and Tufts
rounded out a tight all-NESCAC top
five.
“We did our job, we were present
in the moment, and we fought for ev¬
ery point,” said senior captain Andrew
Wortham.
Bates came into the meet ranked
11th in the nation and was beaten by
eighth ranked Middlebury and the 14th
ranked Polar Bears while besting 17th
ranked Williams and fifth ranked Tufts,
who captured the NESCAC title two
weeks ago.
Bates had excellent depth as eight
teams had individuals finishes ahead of
the first Bobcat runner, but the team
strength outweighed the lack of a top

five finisher.
Junior Mike Martin led the Bob¬
cats with a 12th place finish out of the
351 top runners in New England, com¬
pleting the eight kilometer course in
25:11.21, a 5:03 per mile pace.
Junior Tully Hannan was just eight
seconds behind in 25:19.72 for a 17th
place individual finish. Senior cap¬
tain Wortham placed 21st overall with
a 25:26.25 effort while junior Noah
Graboys came in 23rd overall with a time
of 25:27.16.
“Racing many of the same kids we
will be seeing at Nationals is definitely
good prep, and the atmosphere is more
intense and prepares us for the competi¬
tion,” Wortham said.
Senior Ken Whitney rounded out
the Bobcat scoring effort in 32nd place
with a 25:35.12 finish.
All five Bates scorers claimed AllNew England honors for placing in the
top 35 in the region.
“To have all five of our scorers earn
All-New England honors is great, I was

impressed immensely with our team ef¬
fort this weekend,” said Wortham.
Sophomore John Stansel and senior
James LePage were the team displac¬
ers, finishing the course in 42nd place in
25:52.10 for Stansel and 57th place in
26:07 for LePage.
“The team is incredibly important
in cross county because an off day from
one of your top five runners can destroy
a team score,” Wortham said.
Middlebury and Bowdoin earned
automatic bid to the NCAA Champi¬
onship meet by placing in the top two,
but Bates easily obtained an at-large bid
due to the strength of the New England
region.
“Nothing is like the tube of yelling
fans that line the Nationals course, but I
think we are ready,” Wortham said.
The men will aim to improve upon
finish last year at nationals while the
women will aim to make a splash at
their first NCAA Championship ap¬
pearance in over a decade.

Football downs Hamilton to finish with first winning record since ’81
DOUG STEINBERG
STAFF WRITER

Bates football made history on Sat¬
urday, beating Hamilton 47-33 to finish
5-3 — its first winning record since the
1981 season.
The season was truly remarkable for
Bates, and included a coveted ColbyBates-Bowdoin (CBB) trophy in ad¬
dition to a spectacular 31-6 upset over
Williams. Bates played the season in
honor of Troy Pappas, a freshman on
the team who tragically passed away due
to an accident on October 5.
On Saturday, Bates’ offense had its
best game of the year, accounting for
40 of the 47 points scored. After the
defense allowed a touchdown on Ham¬
ilton’s first possession, Bates scored on
three consecutive possessions in the sec¬
ond quarter.
Senior quarterback Trevor Smith
capped a six-play, 80-yard drive with a
three-yard touchdown run.
“Everyone did their jobs and ex¬
ecuted,” Smith said. “The past couple
weeks we hurt ourselves with turnovers
and penalties but on Sunday everything
clicked and we got in a rhythm and

when we do we are hard to stop.”
On the next Bates drive, junior
Charlie Donahue kicked a 34-yard field
goal, his second of the day, and Do¬
nahue earned NESCAC special teams
player of the week honors for his effort.
Right before the half, junior Sean
Doherty exploded for a 42-yard touch¬
down catch from Smith to make the
score 19-7 at the break. Bates experi¬
enced success by attacking the outside
of Hamilton’s defense, allowing slotbacks Mac Jackson, Doherty, and Ryan
Curit to make plays on sweeps and
quick screens.
The three backs combined for 109
yards rushing on 14 carries, including
rushing touchdowns from Jackson and
Doherty.
The defense did not have its best
game of the year, but was able to cause
turnovers and make stops when the
team needed them.
“In years past I feel the team used
to get complacent and accept losing,”
Smith said. “This year we never ac¬
cepted losing and we did not want just a
close game but we wanted to come out
on top.”
Hamilton’s spread offense created
mismatches in coverage between Ham¬

ilton’s receivers and Bates’ outside line¬
backers. Hamilton was able to pass for
329 yards and three touchdowns on the
day, but Bates generated three intercep¬
tions and three fumble recoveries to
keep Hamilton in check.
In the second half, the two teams
went back and forth ' scoring touch¬
downs. After a 60-yard Hamilton
touchdown pass, Jackson and Teddy
Downs ran for touchdowns of 21 and
18 yards, respectively, on consecutive
drives to make the score 34-13 in favor
of Bates.
In the fourth quarter, Hamilton
connected again on a touchdown pass
and appeared poised for another score
before sophomore linebacker Gilbert
Brown intercepted a pass in his own end
zone and returned the ball 101 yards for
a touchdown to seal the game.
Brown had probably the best game
of his career with twelve total tackles
and the interception return, earning
NESCAC defensive player of the week
honors.
Also standing out on defense was
junior safety Andrew Kukesh, who con¬
tributed eight tackles, a forced fumble,
and an interception.
On offense, senior captain Pat
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George had an outstanding game, rush¬
ing for 144 yards on just 15 carries, av¬
eraging almost 10 yards per carry.
Bates will have a difficult time re¬
placing the seniors it will lose at gradu¬
ation next year, but has a good core
of young players with which to build
around. Sophomore Matt Cannone will
look to replace Smith at the quarterback
position, where Smith has started for
the past four years.
Smith sought to explain what made
this year’s team so special, saying, “The
biggest difference in this team and any
others I have been on at Bates is that
when we stepped out on the field we ex¬

pected to win every game.”
Bates will graduate its two top run¬
ning backs in Pat George and Teddy
Downs, but retains all of its slotbacks
and wide receivers. On defense, Bates
loses a terrific cornerback in Kyle Starr,
a hole that freshman Michael Lee will
hope to fill after an offseason knee sur¬
gery. Bates will be sad to see its seniors
leave, but there should still be enough
talent on the roster to build on this his¬
toric season.
“This year everyone bought into a
positive mindset and it allowed for our
team to succeed,” Smith said.

